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JOURNAL

OF
WILLIAM H. NATCHER
MEMBER OF CONGRESS

2ND DIST. OF KENTUCKY

VOLUME LII

- '..4,337 will go down in history as outstanding
accomplishments. One was the interstate
highway system and i t started during the
Eisenhower days. Another was the new
Department of Health, Education and Welfare.
Still another major accomplishment back in
those days and one that a great many Presidents have shied away from was the revis ion
of the Internal Revenue Code.
At the Joint Session on Tuesday, we had
a number of outstanding men and women to
participate in the program along with the
U.S. Military Academy Glee Club, and the U.S.
Army Band. We also had the Third U. S. Infantry
Fife and Drum Corps which was in charge of
presentation of the colors. The invocation
was offered by the House Chaplain, Jim Ford,
and then the Minori ty Leader in the Senate,
Bob Dole delivered a short welcoming speech.
The Speaker of the House Tom Foley introduced
a number of distinguished guests including
the son, grandson and members of the Eisenhower family who were present with us in the
Chamber. Following the introduction of distinguished guests we then had tributes offered
by Walter Cronkite, Winston S. Churchill, the
grandson of the old gentleman, Clark Clifford,
former Secretary of State, and James D. Robinson, III, a businessman and a close associate
of the Eisenhower fami ly. Next, we had
Arnold Palmer, the famous golfer who played
at Burning Tree golf course with President
Eisenhower on many occasions. Closing
remarks were delivered by three of our House
Members, Beverly Byron of Maryland, William F.
Goodling of Pennsylvania and Pat Roberts of
Kansas. The Benediction then was delivered
by the Chaplain of the Senate Edward Elson,
and following the retiring of the colors
and the "Stars and Stripes Forever" music
played by the band, we adjourned the Joint
Session of the Congress.

I f you would a sk Virginia who
she liked the best of all as far as the
First Ladies are concerned, I believe she
would say Mrs. Els"nhuw"r. When ?resident
and Mrs. Eisenhower were in the White House
and a dance or a reception was held it was
very formal. We Members of the House wore
tails, not tuxecos. Tails--with a white vest
and white tie. The Members and their wives.
together with other guests, would line up
and the line would be stretched almost throug'"
out the whole White House proceeding on up to
the point where President and Mrs. Eisenhm'''er
were stationed to greet their guests. Several
days before one occasion like the onps I have
described, Virginia purchased a beautiful dress
and yare it on thl~ p~rtic\llRr occasion. v.'hen
we finally arrived up to the section where
Pres ident and Mrs. Eisenhower were located
and we were presented, Mrs. Eisenhower, in a
very friendly, happy manner Ga.id to Mrs.
Natcher, "that is one of the most beautiful
dresses I have ever seen. Would you turn
around so I can see it in the back?" We were
in this long line with everyone moving very
slowly and here was Virginia spinning around
like a dancing doll, showing Mrs. Eisenhower
all s ides of this beautiful dress. I remember
Pres ident Eisenhower said "Mr. Congressman,
these women and their dresses--but Mrs. Natcrerdoes have on a pretty dress."
Another event that took place While
Pres::dcnt Eisenhower was in the White House
was late one afternoon. A call was received
on Capitol Hill froll! the White House requPRt:irg
that ten of us on the Appropriations Committee
meet with Presiden~ Eisenhower in t'l., Oval
Office at 4:30 lJ.l!!. We were there on time
and 1 ri'call tha~ th~ Drp~~dent 'lever sat down
but jus t walked around exp:ain:ng to us what
he had on his mind. He sa:d that MaIr.ic Eisenhower ':lac' never cereanded tlJ.a l he do anything
"i-:1:1.:t~_c
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made any suggestions of any serious nature.
The exception to all of this he said took
place the night before when she sat down
with him and said that West Point was located
in New York and Annapolis was located in Maryland, so the new Air Force Academy that was
soon to be constructed after the site was
located must go to Denver, Colorado or in
the vicinity of Denver in the State of
Colorado. Mr. Eisenhower then stopped walking
and said to us in a real nice manner, "Gentlemen, I hope you get the message because that
is where it has to go." The Air Force Academy
site was selected within a matter of days
and it was constructed in the State of
Colorado.
From time to time I have friends and
constituents who inquire of me as to which
President I liked the best. Next to John
Kennedy I always say that I liked President
Eisenhower because I believe he attempted
to operate the White House in the manner in
which it should be operated and we did not
have all of the skimishing and criticisms
back and forth from the Hill to the White
House. Maybe it was a period of eight years
when the President did not want to rock the
boat, but at least we were underway with all
sails set and no serious consequences which
were detrimental to our Country on into the
future.
The Centennial of President Dwight
Davi.d Eisenhower, 1890-1990, was a beautiful
ceremony and I hope our House televising of
this program can 'Je seen throughout the 50
states.
March 30, 1990
Our Speaker Tom Foley apparently has
become used to the dog in his office and his
wife being present also everyday, passing upon
~a~~ers +:J.a~ rea.~_:_y c.o no~ concer~_ :':1er 1.:00

of Congress and the media to a viewing
of that speech which will take place in
the Gold Room, 2168 of the Rayburn House
office Building from 11 a .m. to 1 p.m. on
March 29. This is the speech where he really
went after the media and the Jews in this
country. I imagine that the room was
crowded when this viewing took place and
those in attendance who are elected Members
of the House were probably GUB Savage and
maybe one or two more.
Yesterday the House completely ignored
the threats from the White House concerning
a veto and approved a child care legislation
bill which will cost nearly $30 billion over
five years and would create new school programs for latchkey children. The bill sets
up a system of vouchers for parents and
provides income tax credits for low-income
families. The bill now goes to a conference
with the Senate which passed a bill considerably less likely to be accepted at the
White House and then we will see as to
whether anything from the conference will
please President Bush. The Senate bill,
although similar in its approach to the
House bill, has a much more modest tax credit
plan and would require the states to follow
federal standards for day care centers. The
265 to 145 House vote culminates more than
three years of discussion and finally was
approved after the liberals in the House
agreed to water down their own proposal.
The bill provides that most of the money
which will total some $18.5 billion will go
to low-income families in the form of tax
credits with no stipulation that it be spent
for child care. The rest of the money will
be divided between existing educational
programs such as Head Start and a system of
vouchers designed to give parents maximum
latitude in choosing day care services.
Working families with young children and
~_ncomes of $20,000 or '.ess wou~_c. ':Je e'_:'_.E;L':l'_e

for the earned income tax credit program.
The credit would be refundable which means
that where the credit is more than the
family owes in income taxes the government
will send them a check for the difference.
This bill was approved after the House
defeated a $20 billion substitute that
was supported by the White House. Just
before the final vote the Minority Whip
informed the House that if the bill which
would be presented on a roll call vote passed
i t would be vetoed by President Bush.
Yesterday in the Senate on a roll call
vote of 50 to 49, Senator Robert C. Byrd's
amendment in the clean air bill was defeated.
His amendment would have established a $500
million relief program for coal miners in
Appalachia and the midwest who lose their
jobs because of acid rain controls. A
close vote and one that I presume will
long be remembered by Byrd who is now the
Chairman of the Appropriations Committee
instead of the Majority Leader in the Senate.
April 2, 1990
The child care bill that passed in the
House will now go to conference With the Senate.
I believe that the conference will bring out
a bill that may be accepted by the Administration. During the campaign for President,
Bush listed child care as one of his main
objectives for his administration. This
bill, over a 5-year-period, would cost
approximately $25 billion. Among the provisions of the bill we have $429 million in
funds for Fiscal Year 199: for a new before
and after school program for pre-schoo lers .
The bill will also increase funds for Head
Start next year by $611 million. President
Bush has vetoed ten bills since he was inaugurated and none of his vetoes have been
overridden.
Five were contestee, but sus'::a.;.nec..
So £ar. +:':1e Dres!.c.en':: ve+:oec. +:':le

minimuID wage bill; restrictions on co-production of the FSX fighter with Japan; waiving
the printing requirements on the savings &
loan bailout bill; allowing federal funds to
pay for abortions in cases other than when
the life of the mother is endangered; restricting the District's authority to spend
local tax dollars for abortions for the poor;
appropria ting money for aU. N. agency that
funds abortions; allowing the District to fund
abortions only to save the life of the mother;
creating an Independent Inspector General at
the CIA; allowing the government to intervene
in the Eastern Airlines di~put'" and permitting
Chinese students to remain in the U.S. after
their visas expir",d.
April 5, 1990
Here on Capitol Hill the question 1s
asked almost every day as to what Gorbachev
is really seeking to accomplish. He now has
his troubles in Lithuania and he has recently
warned Estonia to back off. Unless Estonia
proceeds to follow suggestions, I presume
that Mr. Gorbachev will then set up a system
the same as he has in Lithuania calling upon
the people to arbitrate and not to attempt to
secede and become independent completely. He
warned Estonia yesterday that if they break
agreements that have been in force now for
many years with the Soviet Union, he will
take the same measures he has adopted in
Lithuania.
Going back again to the question of
jus t what is going on in th", Soviet Union,
I think you have to keep in mind that no
Soviet leader since Lenin has been successful.
They have all failed. The one that has been
discussed more than any of the others, of
course, is Stalin and with the secret police
and the military forces he brought about the
death of millions of people--government bv
force anc. murc.er e.nc ~"\:1_t's 7_S ~.mv "':-te S1.1_yv:.:Jec.o

Several leaders later then the statues of
Stalin were pulled down, pictures removed
and the people warn.ed to completely forget
Stalin since he was a murderer and a butcher.
From 11% to 12% of the people only
are members of the Communist Party throughout
the independent countries of the Soviet Union
and with the economic situation worse now
than at any time since World War II, with
nothing working, Gorbachev's perestroika must
succeed or the Soviet Union will be completely
destroyed. With some 25 million people under
the poverty level in the Soviet Union and
with long lines to buy food and really no
modern conveniences and equipment available
for homes and apartments, trouble is about
all that you have in the Soviet Union at this
time. I, for one, hope that Gorbachev is
successful because I think it is much to the
best interests of the world to hold the countries together in the Soviet Union and to
make his plan work, if at all possible.
Secession I do not think would really help
Lithuania or Estonia and the same applies
to the other countries that make up the
Soviet Union. Survival is the major word
now for the Soviet Union and if Gorbachev
succeeds in bringing about a better economy
in his country, the Soviet Union will then
be one of the strongest countries in the
world because it has all of the assets and
natural resources that would permit it to
assume this position.
Our Secretary of State continues to
talk with the Foreign Minister of the Soviet
Union and the relationship between these two
men seems to be good at this time. I hope
these talks and the position that the President has taken when demands were made that
he recognize Lithuania as a new country
are successful. I believe that the President
was correct in not stepping in to recognize
Li tl,.uan:f_8. 8.t this t::i_tl1e or
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which would be detrimental and cause
Gorbachev hardship with his plan of survival for his country.
Yesterday the Senate capped a thirteenyear battle of interest groups by approving
sweeping changes in the Clean Air Act.
Revisions for the complex law were approved
89 to 11 and will touch virtually every
aspect of U.S. commerce, making the nation's
air pollution law the toughest in the industrial world. The changes include a costly
new round of smokestack controls to curb
toxic air pollutants and acid rain. New
tailpipe controls for the Nation's 150 million
cars, trucks and buses are a part of this
Change. The Majority Leader of the Senate,
George Mitchell of Maine said that passage of
the Clean Air Act Amendments bill was a tremendous victory for the American people. He
was very proud of the fact that the fragile
compromise survived nearly two months of
rough seas from the environmentalists.
Suggestions and proposed changes have been
before the congress now since 1977 when the
Act was last amended. Three attempts at
floor ac tion in the Congress during the
1980' s failed. The bill now comes to the
House where a similar bill is being written
by the Energy and Commerce Committee. Presi·
dent Bush said the vote in the Senate was
an historic vote and would affect generations
to come as we work to build a cleaner, safer
America. I hope the final bill enacted into
law will at least be fair and not be destructive as far as industries and a great
many maj or plants are concerned throughout
our country. Changes, even though costly,
certainly must be made but at least the
companies involved should not be destroyed
financially to bring about compliance with
the provisions of t'1e new law.

Acid rain is an expression we have
had around now for several years and the
bill would cut annual sulphur dioxide
releases by half by the year 2000. Nitrogen
oxide releases also contribute to acid rain
and must be but by 2.7 million tons. Utilities can buy and sell pollution credits among
thems elves as long as total reductions in
emissions are met. Industrial plants under
the new amendments must reduce release of
about 200 hazardous chemicals linked to
cancel: and nervous dis~rders along with
birth defects. Oil refineries, chemical
plants, smelters, dry cleaners and paint: shops
would also be affected. Cleaner fuel cars
would be required in nine of the worst
polluted cities--Los Angeles, Houston, New
York City, Milwaukee, Baltimore, Philadelphia,
Hartford, San Diego, and Chicago. As far as
urban smog is concerned, the bill sets a five
to fifteen-year deadline for more than 100
cities with dirty air to meet federal health
standards. All in all, a great many major
changes and ones that will be discussed now
f or many, many months.
The jury is still out in the Admiral
Poindexter case and if it returns the proper
verdict, they have to find this man guilty.
The former President, in his televised quest ions and answers which were used before the
jury were clearly directed to help Poindexter.
Ronald Reagan knew nothing about most everything, but still when his memory served him
correct, he said he did not believe Poindexter
had done anything wrong. Time after time in
the televised tape that was played for the
iury our former President simply could not
remember and he would say many times, "I do
not recall." His memory and failure to
recall were, of course, on the major issues
and the major questions involved--still an
actor to the very last.

Last night I received a really nice
award from the Association of American
Universities, the National Association of
State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges,
and the American Council on Education. Following the presentation, I pointed out the fact
that in the current fiscal year budget for
education we have $24,069,000,000 which is an
increase of $1,347,000,000 over 1989 _ The
total would have been $265 million higher
had it not been for sequestration under Gramm·
Rudman-Hollings. Further I pointed out the
fact that the 1990 current fiscal year budget
provides $10,530,000,000 for higher education.
This includes $4,804,000,000 for Pell grants.
I do hope that in the fiscal year 1991 budget
bill we can have at least a $3 billion increase for education. Billions and billions
of dollars are in defense for weapons systems
that will never work and this fact is generally known--and we still are begging and
pleading for more money for health and
education.
April 6, 1990
We are now in our Easter recess period
and will start up again on Wednesday, April 18.
During the recess we will have an opportunity
to see a lot of people in our district and
thev. of course, will want to talk about world
affairs and the national debt, along with the
Clean Air bill that has recently passed in the
Senate and is now before the House.
I understand that the House Committee on Energy and
Commerce last night approved new acid rain
controls and resolved some of the difficult
issues which will be in conference now with
the Senate. The Committee voted 39 to 4,
finishing work on the first revision of the
1970 Clean Air Act that will be sent to the
floor when we return. The House Energy and
Con:nnerce Committee has long been a bottleneck
for reform of the Nation's air pollution laws
c,l.].e
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Members from indus trial districts. T~e
Chairman, John D. Dingell of Michigan is
from Detroit and of course, is very protective as far as the automobile industry is
concerned. Difficult compromises have been
worked out on this Committee that really
surprise me and i t may be that we will end
up with a good Clean Air Act.
I wi 11 go down home this afternoon
and with snow predicted for today here in
Washington, I hope it remains in this section
of the world and refuses to go beyond the
Mason-Dixon line.
April 16, 1990
I have just returned to Washington from
Kentucky. The week we had for the Easter
recess was a beautiful week. weather-wise
and otherwise. Virginia wanted her car
back in Washington so we drove back and
although I can name every telephone pole
along the 75D-mile route, the weather was
perfect and the trees, flowers and shrubs
are all moving rapidly into a Spring panorama.
This man Carroll Hubbard from Kentucky
is in the April 16 "Roll Call" newspaper
almost from beginning to end, with the title
"Did Carroll Hubbard Go Too Far to Help an
S & L?" How this man has survived up to
this time is only known by one or two people.
Greta Garbo. the Swedish-born actress
whose cool Nordic beauty and erotic action
enchanted many allover the world. died
yesterday at the age of 84. She was in a
New York hospital and the cause of death
was not released.
Her career spanned the
final years of the silent film era through
the first decade of sound movies and it
included the likes of "Grand Hotel," "Queen
Chris tina," "Anna Karenina," "Camille" and
"Ninotcl,ka." She was C!,e epitome of what

would really cripple Lithuania.
April 18, 1990
Last night I attended a beautiful
dinner at the L'Enfant Plaza Hotel which
was sponsored by the CBS, ABC and NBC television affiliates. Some 65 men and women
were in attendance and all high in their
respective positions in television with
the three channels in existence at this
time _ The food was delicious and served
in an excellent manner, but the conversation
at the tables and the speech by Ed Markey
of Massachusetts who serves as Chairman of
the Subcommittee on Telecommunications and
Finance of the Energy and Conunerce Committee
was right startling to say the least.
I did not realize that cable television
and other competitors are really working
over the large television channels and
television generally. According to the
message last night one of the large channels
will not be in existence in the next few
years and unless there is some regulation of
cable television, and with prospects for the
telephone companies now to enter this field
full blast. television stations allover the
country will be for sale since they will not
make any money and a great many of them are
now having difficulty surviving. I realiZed
that newspapers were not being read by people
generally in this country. but it never
occurred to me that television was in the
condition it is in at the present time.

Radio stations are not making any money
wi th the exception of a few large ones

scattered across the country and the sale
price for the smaller ones located in rural
areas is so small that it is almost unbelievable.
No one wants to buy any of them because they do not oroduce profits. CabJ.e

tele·vision is reaping a:.~. 1(5.D.c.s of tremendous profits now and the cost of operating
large television stations throughout the U.S.
a t this time is almost prohibitive.

In his speech last night Ed Markey really
laid out the facts and the situation as it
eKis ts today, indicating that one or more
bills would be produced from his Subcommittee
sen t to the full Committee and then onto the '
House which would give the Congress the right
to try to equalize the different types of
media in such a manner that one would not be
so predominant as to close out many others.
r sat at a table that seated ten and at our
table the men and women were from across
the United States. One lady sat next to me
from Colorado and before the dinner was over
she informed me that her father would sell
his television station and three radio
stations today for what he paid for them
some 18 or 20 years ago and be delighted to
just get out and save what he could at this
time.
During Markey's speech he pointed
out the fact that no longer would large
seven and 10 feet saucers be used like the
ones you see in rural communities across
the country since Mr. Murdoch, the media
king around the world now has controlling
interest of a small device about 30" square
tha t is now for sale and selling like hotcakes that takes the ~lace of these large,
unmanageable saucers ln backyards. Murdoch
ov-ms a great many newspapers and television
stations and is branch:ng out, I presume,
i.nto other fields in the media generdly, and
may be alright when the crash takes place.
Again, I was amazed to hear of the
serious situation confronting television
and radio today because I had believed all
along only the newspapers were really being
affected.
Ted Turner, a right controversial figure
;-n
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apparen tly is riding right at the top of
tbe wave because his is cable and he really
is well set in the 50 states.
April 20, 1990
We are now down to Outside Witnesses
on our Subcommittee and this week we had a
number of outstanding men and women appear_
One was Tony Randall, the movie actor and
he has appeared before our Committee on
se-veral occas ions. I asked him to come up
and sit with me on the dais and he seemed
to enj oy listening to other witnesses prior
to the time he and his panel appeared. We
have had a great many famous people appear
before our Subcommittee and it is always a
pleasure to hear their testimony.
Gorbachev now apparently is really
upset with the Baltic states. This week he
s lashed fuel supplies to rebel Lithuania
and demanded that Estonia revoke its own
independence declaration and further warned
La tvia not to follow the example of its
Ba 1 t ic ne ighbors. Lithuania's pres iden t
said his Republic would hold out indefinitely
and if necessary for 100 years without gas
and oil which has been almost completely
shut off by Gorbachev. Gorbachev really
has serious problems now and a great many
people may be injured or killed before he
is able to settle the disputes within his
own country.
Our President, George Bush really likes
to travel. This week he met the President
of France Mitterrand in Key Largo, Florida to
discuss the question of the release of American hostages and matters generally that are
dis turbing at the present time in the Middle
Eas t _ Mit terrand likes to travel too so we
had two travelers meeting on a ~eautifu).
day in Florida.

This is the part of the Presidency
that George Bush really enjoys and it
Keeps him on the front pages of the newspaper s.
A number of the hostages being held in
:Lebanon are under the control of people who
:receive orders directly, I think, from Iran.
Iran has maintained now for months that they
vill become more interested in the release
<Jf the American hostages being he ld if our
government will release the Iranian money
now impounded in American banks.
Some
$600 million or $700 million is being held
under direct orders of the Federal Government
and in addition to this money, the leaders
i.n Iran are demanding that we fill the order
:for military supplies that was never completely filled when the Shah abdicated.
::Iran maintains that the money was paid over
:for the military supplies but the supplies
1.ist was never completed. I hear nothing on
Capitol Hill about what type of military
supplies were purchased, but I do know about
1:he impounded money. We do not recognize
the Iranian government and since the treatrnent of our people by Iran over the years
has been so poor, there is very little
:interest in releasing any money at this time.

r still remember the day Pete Rose
appeared in the House Gallery and I was in
t:he Chair, presiding over the House.
I sent
up a message to him that his record was
"pretty good." This week after having been
fired as the Manager of the Cincinnati Reds
he has agreed to plead guilty to two counts
of fil ing a false income tax report. This
is a felony and after receiving a lifetime
ban from baseball last August following an
investigation as to his gambling on major
league game s as a player and manager, you
would think that filing of income ta:x reports
would be an endeavor he s10ulc' at Least agree
to.

If £o'J.TIC
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sentenced for a total of six years in prison
and fined a total of $500,000. The charges
in the indictment are related to Rose's
alleged failure to report income from
memorabilia sales, autograph signings and
other personal appearances. Rose admitted
in the documents that he underreported his
income by $355,000 from 1984 to 1987 and owes
$162,703 in additional taxes. During the
years set forth in the indictment, his taxable
income was $4.6 million and he paid $2 million
:in taxes over that period. In exchange for
the guilty plea the government has agreed
not to pursue more serious tax charges against
Rose. It seems to go on and on with this man
Rose and here we have the man that holds the
world record ahead of Ty Cobb for number of
hits, but still unable to handle his own
personal affairs and his method of living.
Born and raised in a poor family with little
education and with too much night life seems
to be the controlling factor for Pete Rose
up to this time. If the sentence requires no
time to serve then this will really be a
precedent because so much is involved and
would not be good from the standpoint of a
lot of young people in this country. I feel
sorry for Pete Rose but apparently down
through the years he has never listened to the
advice of any of his friends and seems to
be always rebellious and satisfied with
doing what he should never have started doing
as a baseball idol and as an outstanding
player.
April 23, 1990
I have jus t purchased a copy of my
friend Carl Albert's book which is entitled
"Li ttle Giant." Carl Albert served as
Speaker of the House for six consecutive
years and served during one of the most
difficult periods of t~e Twentieth Century.
I hope t1:lis book gives ~im credit for what
~e
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is entitled to be commended. Think of
serving during the time that a President
of the United States resigned and also a
Vice President of the United States resigned.
In addi t ion, the Class of 1974 they sent into
Washington was enough to drive almost anyone
crazy_
Carl Albert was certainly a credit to
his State of Oklahoma and was entitled to
be Speaker. He paid his dues and served
wi th dignity and honor. Like all of us,
Carl Albert has had his problems, but none
ever detracted from his determination to
serve his Country well and to be courageous
during a difficult period when the world
was watching to see as to whether our Country
would survive. I recall back during the days
when Car 1 announced to the media that if the
Nixon impeachment resolution was reported out
by the Judiciary Connnittee that he had decided
to name me as the Chairman of the "Committee
of the Vihole" and to preside over the House.
I look forward to reading this book.
During the weekend one of the hos tages
was released. The Iranian backed Shiite
extremists, in a good-will initiative
apparently intending to improve relations
be tween Iran and the U.S., freed American
educator Robert Polhill after 39 months of
captivity in Lebanon. The 55-year-old New
Yorker is the first American hostage
:reed since November 2, 1986 when the last
o £ three men was re leased as part of the
arms-for-hostages deal that led to the IranContra scandal of the Reagan presidency.
Seven more Americans and nine ot~er westerners remain hostages in Lebanon. PollJill's
re lease is the result of intensive negotiat ions and pressure exerted on the kidnappers
'Jy Iranian President Rafsanjani and Syria's
As sad who committed Syria's dinlomatic resources to help resolve the hostage issue.
':':'-:':"te :tos~age was ?a~~e 2.1.lc. ~".!.n a~ ~J_e tj.me

of his release and was a former Beirut
University College Professor of Business
and Accounting. I hope this now leads to
the release of the balance of the hostages.
Several hundred thousand people met on
the iriall this weekend in an "Eart~ Day" rally.
Environmentalists young and old, as well as
just plain curious citizens jammed the Capitol
grounds and the mall yes terday for a giant
celebration of music and exortations to ecological activism that is the Nation' a flagshi p earth day rally. "Welcome to the Firs t
Day of the Green Future" was the title of
the first speech and the capitol police
estimated that 125,000 people were on the
capitol grounds at the height of the rally.
Standing against the backdrop of a bright
blue and green earth day sign entertainers
and politicians encouraged the crowd to
pressure politicians and corporations to
clean up their acts and to launch a decade
of activism on behalf of the planet.
April 25, 1990
An unusual case has been finally
se t t led in New York City which pertains
to the "junk bond king" of all-time.
Michael R. Milken, the "junk bond king"
who revolutionized finance in the 1980' s
bro ke down in sobs in court yesterday as he
pleaded guilty to six felonies and agreed
to pay a record $600 million in penalties
to settle the biggest fraud case in Wall
Street's history. He said he was truly
sorry and at the age of 43 entered his
plea be£ore the jucge and 150 journaEsts
and spectators in a crowded court room in
downtown Manhattan. Milken will face a
maximum prison sentence of 28 years, Jut it
is expected that he will receive a much
shorter sentence, probably in the neighborhoo d of three to ten years. In return for
~~.e g1'::.:.':y ~~.ea 'J:,::oseC'J:':o!S c.ro,]'Jec. ?2 o~,~.er

charges tha t had been filed thirteen months
ago. 1 hope now that the junk bond issue
will finally be settled here in Washington.
A law should be passed prohibiting the
is suance of junk bonds even though some
have saved companies from being taken over
by vultures.
There is an article in one of the
Washington papers this morning pertaining
to obscene telephone calls which were traced
to the office of the President of American
Univer s i ty • These ca 11s were traced to
the Prl"sident' s private phone and were the
result of investigations by Fairfax County
police following several complaints that some
of them were received by babysitters and
were dirty calls. Inappropriate and sexually
oriented comments were made and one call
was placed to the home of a Fairfax County
pol ice officer. Now, we will see as to what
the former President of American University
who resigned last month, has to say about
all of this.
April 26, 1990
Yesterday Violeta Chamorro, the news·
paper publisher who promised to heal the scars
of civil war and reunite the Nicaraguan people
was inaugurated as President in Nicaragua,
ending nearly 11 years of leftist Sandinista
rule. I hope she is successful and just for
a change we have in the future fewer problems in Latin and Central America.
From time to time we have news concernil1. g
some sex violation that real.ly startles the
peop Ie in this country. This week it was
finally disclosed that former American University President Richard E. Berendzen was
making phone calls on his private phone in
the university office to teenagers. Several
weeks ago he resigned as Presic.ent and his
cl.oWTl_faI~_

was 1:>roug1:1.~ a1Juut as a reS11~_"': 0: a

phone call made into the home of a police
officer in Virginia. According to the media
he is now at Johns Hopkins hospital for exarnina tion and treatment. Cases like this are
really something and at least do not take
place very often.
We are now on the Budget Resolution and
there are considerable amendments wi th some
opposition. We will vote next week and then
after a figure is agreed upon we will be
able to start our appropriations bills from
our committee. If we are exceedingly lucky,
we will pass all of our bills by the 15th
of June.
April 27, 1990
Former hostage Robert Polhill finally
has arrived here back in the states and was
in Walter Reed Army Hospital yesterday for
a checkup. I certainly cannot get too enthusias tic about this man because he has been
married two or three times and divorced one
or two wives and has grown children by these
wives, in addition to his present wife, a
Lebanese lady he met after accepting an assignment to teach in one of the colleges in that
country. 1 do feel sorry for him and his
present wife from the standpoint of the long
period he was held hostage, but to me, he is
not a hero by any means.
One of the great disasters of all-time
was the nuclear accident at Chernobyl which
took place some four years ago. After the
catas trophic explosion of the nuclear reactor
in 1986,· Soviet experts said people could
safely absorb 70 roentgens, the standard
rneasure of radiation in a person's body.
Apparently this prediction is anything but
true and the people in that section of the
Soviet Union ':lave lost all faith in scientists, government officials, doctors and ",11
0'!:. ~\ose ~v1:lo J.ave o::erec. sugges~~_ors. )U~

that is just about all. Hundreds of thousands
of people are involved and when it is all
finally over, thousands will die as a result
of this nuclear disaster.
This is the time of year that the high
schools and grade schools in Kentucky come
to Washington. I have had several hundred
visitors during the past four weeks and
today, on Friday, I had some 65 from Spencer
County. They come to my office and after
looking it over real gO<Xl, we then go down
the hall to my committee room where we have
sufficient chairs for everyone and here we
discuss the problems of the world. A great
many que 5 tions are asked and I attempt to
answer them and then we take them over to
the House Chamber when the House is not in
session and they then sit in the seats we
occupy when we are in session. They seem
to enj oy it and even though when we have a
number of groups a week it is a little tiresome, I still enjoy being with them and talking to them.
April 30, 1990
Another hostage may be released today
or sometime this week. A group calling
itself the Organization of Islamic-Dawn
announced yesterday that it will free
American hostage Frank Reed within 48 hours
and said he will carry a message for the
U. S. Government. In Iran a newspaper quoted
an Iranian official as also saying that Mr.
Reed's release was expected by tomorrow night
after e~tensive talks between the kidnapers
and Iran. All along Iran has taken the lead
in regard to the release of the hos tages
in Lebanon and is still insisting that the
contract made between our country and the
Shah of Iran for the delivery of weapons
and military equipment be carried out in
full. 'They maintain that it was paid for
anc. !"I_O+': a.~_~_ c,e~_iverec.. ~n_ ac.c.~_~:i_Ofl.. !ya~.

is demanding that we release the money
impounded in New York City banks that
belongs to Iran. The amount impounded is
almost $1 billion.
One of the Washington newspapers today
carries an article concerning rent allowances
to Members of Congress and travel allowances.
Some of the rentals that are being paid are
exceedingly high for district offices for
Members of Congress. Each Member is entitled.
to three off ices. I have two district offices,
one in Elizabethtown and one in Bowling Green.
My office in Bowling Green is our main district office and it is located in a building
that is owned by my family. Since this is the
case. I have never charged rent for this
office to the government. It is perfectly
Legal to do so and has cost me thousands of
do lIars because I pay the rent myself. This
would be right startling I guess to the
other Members of the House since a number
of them pay rents of up to $71. 50 a square
foot.
This past weekend Defense Secretary
R.ichard Cheney said that he still believes
Soviet Pres ident Gorbachev will fail in his
bid to reform the communist system and that
a Kremlin successor will be far more hostile
to the U. S .
He went on to say that the
Kremlin's decision last week to postpone
needed economic measures makes him more
pessimistic about the prospects for economic
reform in the Soviet Union. This man Cheney
is sma.rt and he may be right.
Last Friday the Majority Leader in
the Senate, Sene.tor George J. Mitc~1ell (D-Me.)
announced that Senator Robert C. Byrd (D-W.Va.)
had cas t 12, 134 votes. The last vote was
on an amendment to a $3.4 billion supplemental
gpending bi.l1. Byrd catt 1:1.i.8 first vote 0'1
~T::lnuary
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The previous record in the Senate was held
by former Senator William l'roxmire (D-Wis c. )
who cas t 12,133 votes during his 31 years in
the Senate. The difference between l'roxmire
and Byrd is that from 1966 to the time he
retired from the Senate, Senator William
Pro:xrnire did not miss a vote. This is the
all-time record in the Senate and probably
will never be broken. The total number of
\Totes places Byrd ahead of Proxmire at this
time and as Senator Mitchell said, Bob Byrd
has maintained a voting attendance record of
98.47. during his Senate service. Byrd responded by saying that records are made to be
"roken and this record will be broken in
time. I have completed 36 years and 9 months
and have never missed a vote since I have been
a Member of Congress. My total number now is
well over 16,000.
May 1, 1990
Frank H. Reed was released last night
by Shiite Muslim captors after 44 months as
a hostage in Lebanon. He is the second American freed as part of a Syria-Iran initiative
to improve ties with the U.S. The 57-yearold educator and Massachusetts native was
handed over to the U.S. Ambassador Edward
Djerejian at Syria's foreign ministry in
the same manner that American educator
Robert Polhill was released on the 22nd
day of April after being held 39 months.
This is good news and I hope that finally
all of the American hostages are released.
The ethics and conduct committee will
report today on the Barney Frank case and
according to my information their report
will not call for any serious punishment.
I understand the leadership on our side
is prepared to offer a motion to table if
anyone offers an amendment to the report
frol'1 the committee. T1:tis is a rig1:tt: ticklish
mat:::er 1:Jecause it

~_nvc)_vcs
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of a Member and even though the people in
this country are very much against Members
conducting themselves as Frank has, the
question concerning personal habits makes
this a maj or problem.
The Reagan-Bush administrations will
both go down in history as adminis tration' s
where a great many of their own people were
investigated. This does not seem to bother
the American people because unles s the Democrats offer an unusual candidate next time.
the Republicans will continue holding the
l.Jhi te House.
Under Reagan we had the HUD
!'Icandal, the Ollie North case the Poindexter
case and many others which would have destroyed a Democratic President.
May 2, 1990
We have something new everyday. Yesterday on television we saw tens of thou!'lands of Soviet radicals jeering President
Gorbachev and the rest of the Soviet leadership. This took p lace during the May Day
par ade through Red Square. As Mr. Gorbachev
watched from atop the Lenin Mausoleum, marchers lead by an orthodox monk with a giant
crucifix paraded anti-communist banners and
jeered and booed at the Kremlin's economic
blockade against the breakaway LithuanLa.
Gorbachev apparently was very much disturbed
because he left the Mausoleum about 25 minutes
after the unprecedented demonstration took
place. Demonstrators jeered and shouted
using the word "shame" and calling for the
res ignation of Gorbachev. Radical speaker!':
spoke to several thousand people that had
splintered off after the parade. This is
really unusual for the Soviet Union.
Yesterday we passed the Budget Resolution after some eight hours of general debate.
I:n this final Resolution we have quite a
ceLl.uction ~_n c.e::ense w1_t::t 1110S1: of ·-t~i.s noney

going over into education and to health.
Of course, this p leases me because I am
Cbairman of the bill that appropriates
tbe money for health and education and the
amount we will now place in our bill for
education will be the largest amount ever
appropriated at the federal level.
May 3, 1990
The ethics and conduct committee has
reached a stalemate in their consideration
of the Barney Frank case. Barney Frank is
Ol1e of our Members from Massachusetts and
he is a homos exual. The committee was all
set to report out on Tuesday a resolution
which simply s lapped him on the wrist just
a little and with additional articles appearing in the paper and some containing new
facts, the committee has decided they had
better go back into session because if they
bring out a quasi-resolution, the House might
amend it and make them really look bad. My
guess is that now a different type of resolution will be presented to the house and it
wiLL either be in the nature of a reprimand
or a censure resolution.
The word now passing up and down the
hallways is that the Democrats on the committee are supporting a mi ld rebuke of Frank
and the Republicans, led by John Myers,
according to the media, is adamant that Frank
be found in violation of House Rule XLIII,
Clause one, which says Members shall conduct
themselves at all times in a manner which
will reflect creditably on the House of
Representatives. Frank, of course, has
filed for re-election and in all probability
will be reelected regardless of the outcome
of the resolution from the ethics and conduct
comrni ttee .
Since we have passed the Budget
,==ton we are now
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be held by the Senate the House, and then
we will start our appropriation bills through

the Congress.
May 4, 1990
Before too iong they may place George
Bush in a pos ition where he is declared
President of all-time. He certainly has
been fortunate so far and this week was
no exception. Barbara Bush, his wife and
the First Lady was invited several months
ago to make a speech at Wellesley College.
During the past several days over 100 students signed petitions obj ecting to her
be ing invited to make this speech and thi s ,
of course, was very unpleasant as far as
the President and Mrs. Bush are concerned.
They objected to her speaking because they
said she had reached her place in life because of her husband and had not made any
significant contributions of her own. The
President said maybe it would help some of
them to lis ten to his wife because she is
a wonderful mother to their children and is
an excellent wife. This statement, of course,
meets with the approval of 99% of the people
in this country and all in all, the students
who signed the petition must be just a little
red in the face.
May 7, 1990
This weekend the president called for
a budget conference and especially insofar as
the deficit is concerned. The President and
the leadershijl on both sides agreed yesterday
to move toward de fie:' t reduction talks tha t
would include the possibility of raising taxes.
In order to bring down the deficit and follow
Gramm-Rudman with the year 1993 being the year
se lected when revenue and expenditures equal,
an increase in taxes is inevitable, The 'Pres ident fina: 1,y agreed that an asoects of tl:le
fec.eral ouc.get, including taxes, would be

~er

93-year-old husband was unable to attend
the Derby because he had entered a golf
tournament in Minneapolis and said he could
not get out of attending the tournament just
to see the Derby.
In going back to the cutbacks in defense
sLnce World War I I billions of dollars have
'
simply been squandered. Weapons systems
that will not work and have never worked,
nlong with propping up of shipyards and
aircraftmanufacturi~ to keep them from
going under has &%
th18 caultU, billion!!
of dollars. To a certain extent, a tremendous
unemployment agency has been in operation and
in addition a lot of the expenditures and the
propping up of companies and shipyards were
simply payoffs for tremendous amount of money
contributed in presidential campaigns.
May 8, 1990
The fight is still on here in the
D:istrict of Columbia against Marion Barry,
the Mayor. Prior to his election as Mayor,
he served on the school board and at one
t2me just as a matter of curiosity, I had
~e of our staff members check his records
a:nd just see where he had come from and
oDtain a little more information about
him generally--a number of arrests and an
a ctivist all of his life. Now he is under a
series of indictments for using cocaine
and for malfeasance as far as the Office of
Kayor is concerned. The campaign for Mayor
is underway at this time and although he
~as not announced for his fourth term, he
j>robably will before it is over. The black
J?eople here in the District of Columbia beLieve to a certain exten t that he is being
J?ersecuted and the outcome of the Mayor's
race probably will not surprise anyone. The
i.ndictments and charges against this man
have been going on now for many months and
a'_t around t:h.e world they read about the

indictment of the Mayor
CapLtal.
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We go to conference tomorrow on our
BUPP Iemental appropriations bill for fiscal
vear 1990. Hundreds of millions of dollars
were added by the Senate and most of it to
take care of their pet projects. Just to show
vou how two "old bulls" operate--the Chairman
the Appropriations Committee in the Senate
T10W is Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia and
of course, the Chairman on the House side is
Jamie Whitten of 1'!l.ssisUppL Whitten very
quietly placed a large military missile con!!truction plant in his district and Byrd,
T10t so quietly placed a fingerprint laboratory
in the mountains of West Virginia. Neither
are neces sary or can be justified, but by
virtue of their being the chairmen on both
sides in the bill, it is almost like "Russian
roulette." Byrd, on the Senate side took
out Whitten's project and his fingerprint
lab went into the bill. Whitten, of course
will object to the fingerprint laboratory ,
until he gets his project back in the bill
and then both will smile very complacently
and forget all about the hundreds of millions
o:f dollars that are added in the bill which
axe not necessary and cannot be justified.
In our chapter, the one that I am Chairman
of, we have 19 amendments added by the
senate. Twelve of the5e amendments are
money amendments and are for programs and
agencies that no one in the House can be
against. For instance, in Head Start $500
mi Ilion was added on the Senate side which
n()w carries this program up to the top of
tb.e authorization. Of course I will not be
able to ask the conferees to ta1<e this out
or to even reduce it because this is strictly
political and it places us on our side in a
p os ition of fighting Head Start. Head Start
':las reached the place it is by virtue of
wha t we have done on our sice down through
the yeRrs anc esoecia::y since I have berome

of

-- ,Chairman of the Subcormnittee. This is one
that Bush may veto but with his difficulty
now over the budget generally for fiscal
year 1991 and insisting upon a sunnnit, he
~ay simply close his eyes and sign this
monstrosity.
May 10. 1990
The Pres i.dent is now in the process of
attempting to calm down the fears of a great
many Republican Members of the HOUlIe and
Senate in regard to a change in his position
on increasing taxes. The agreement reached
this week is that on Tuesday of next week
Congressional leaders and the White House
will atte11lpt to work out some agreement as
far as the budget is c~ncerned and especially
the deficit.
At the tlme the budget summit
was agreed upon and the meeting held on
Sunday at the White House, the media was
advised that the talks would be without
precondi tions and all s';lggest~ons would be
considered. even those lncludlng tax increases.
This then brought on an avalanche of criticism from the Republican leaders throughout
the country and especially in the Congress
and the Administration then began to redefine
and to re-explain its position in regard to
no pre-conditions. Privately they have
assured a number of the officials and leaders
in the House and Senate that no income tax
increase would. be a p~rt of a deficit package.
This only appl1.es to ~ncome tax and does not
include an increase in excise taxes or a cont inua tion of excise taxes which produce considerable revenue each year.
For the first time in a great many years,
I am really concerned over the economy at this
time.
The amount of the debt and the deficit
which will be incurred at the end of this fiscal year. along with some $300 billion additiona 1 money for the bailout of the savings
anc. ;_oarls, a11(. o"':1:1.er D:1.a.~~ers a.re rea;_~_y T):_2Y-
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il1g an active part in the banking situation
~l1roughout the country and in the stories we
now hear from economists which have changed
cons iderably since January 1 of this year.
A recession is expected and those who predLct a recession of any size predict that it
can be controlled, but when called upon for
~\:1ggestions as to control, they are very
evasive.
The Chief of Police here in our Nation's
Capital has really come forward with figures
now that show a decline in the rate of homieLde cases in the District of Columbia. The
decline, according to the Chief is for the
fLrst four months of 1990. As of May 1 of
this year there were 152 homicides in the
CLty which is 8.5% less than at the same
tLme last year when the number was 165.
Regardless of the reduction, 152 homicides
is clearly unacceptable for our Nation's
Capital.
Our President now must really bite the
bl.l1litt and may have to go to the extremes
that were witnessed by the legislature in
Kentucky during the regular session this year
when the Governor had to back up on his pledge'
of no new taxes and signed into law tax
increase bills which total about $1 billion.
The President has been fortunate up to this
time in having very few major controversies
that he has had to decide one way or the
other, but now, he is down to the matter of
the deficit which will be with us at the close
o:f this fiscal year un1es s some action is
.
taken at the present time.
May 11, 1990
A number of us eat breakfast in the
I..ongworth Cafeteria each day and we have all
\)ecome political philosophers and soothsayers
to a certain extent.
On1_yone or two Repub.~
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never fail to express themselves on all
'Tla t ters that come up. This morning it
!leems that the majority of the Democrats
present were in complete agreement that
one of the maj or reasons why we as a party are
.,. a i ling today is because we are still trying
to pacify some of the people in this country
I,y taking charge of a great many ultra-liberal
1..s sues and after enactment into law, stand
quietly by while the President vetoes the
"i 11 and we fail to override. It seems we
l\&ve never learned that even at the present
time wi th George Bush as President and with
everyone admitting he will not go down in
tti s tory as one of our strong Presidents, it
is his responsibility to pass and bring about
enactment of programs he promised the people
during the campaign for the office. The China
question was up this year and again yesterday
th.e family and parental leave legislation.
Iolhen we in the House as Democrats were well
informed that if either bill passed in the
form submitted it would be vetoed, we blunder
in anyway and pass the legislation. The China
bi 11 was vetoed and we failed to override
And the family and parental leave legislation
enacted yesterday will also be vetoed and we
do not have enough votes to override. For
many years labor controlled to a certain
extent a great portion of the legislative
program in the Congress by demanding that
certain bills be passed regardless of the
Adminis tration and in some instances knowing
full well that a veto would follow and our
party would fail to override--at least to
say to some people that the effort was made
and the President failed to go along so
p lace the blame on the President. Instead
of that today, the people are praising the
Presiden t for stopping legislation that is
very costly and is not necessary. This is
one of the maj or reasons why I think his
oopulari ty at the present time is well over
70 % which is exceedingly ~igh for any Presi-
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The Democratic Party must stop trying
to serve as the lightning rod for every halfbaked idea and is sue that comes along.
As my
old friend 8am Rayburn used to say not only
privately but publicly, he d:'d not make the
oroIllises and it was not his duty to carry out
the platform of the opposition party.
On many
occasions to the President h:mself Mr. Rayburn
would say he did not promise the people that
l'Iomething would be done, "so Mr. President you
did and you must deliver." Thus, keeping the
responsibility where it should be and permitting the President: to be fixed nth the blame ,
by the people i f the legislation and the proposal is unpopular and not for the best inf:erests of our people at that particular time.
The leadership we have in the House now seems
to believe we must establish all kinds of
milestones even though we fail to make anything permanent, but at least to say to the
people we tried and the Republican President
stopped us with a veto. The day of the contro 1 by the ultra-liberals is over and the
day of taking the lead with a lot of proposals which may be good, but with not enough
votes to override vetoes, we must go back
over into the mainstream where the people are
and let the President make all of the bad
mis takes. If he decides he just wants to
simply do nothing for four years and let
the HUD s canda I and the 8 & L bai lout and
the tremendous amounts demanded for defense
prevail, then let the record be established
along that Ene so that the b lame can be
fiKed wi thout any question in the end.
May 14, 1990
The budget summit meetings which start
again tomorrow will discuss a proposal to cut
the deficit by $45 billion to $55 billion for
the Fiscal Year 1991. The Budget Director,
Richard D. Darman agrees that as much as $100
'Jillion might be needed to meet the legal
deficit t:arget in Fiscal Year ~99l which
'Jeg~_".s on Oc~o~er ~_ 0: ~:;.~_s year.
':':'~.ose ~_n

at tendance representing the House and the
Sena te may agree with the Administration
to remove from the budget money the government borrows to buy and hold the assets of
failed savings & loan associations. In other
..ords, taking this off the budget and not
counting it as a part of the deficit. This,
of course, is simply subterfuge and is a
direct violation of GralllJll-Rudman and will
further delay the goal of a balanced budget.
Darman says that giving the White House more
control over federal spending would be the
price lawmakers would have to pay for any
tax increase. He goes on further to say
tha t there is no doubt the money from higher
taxes would be spent and would not be used
to reduce the deficit. I agree with this
statement and unless there is earmarking and
a direct statement as to where the increase
in taxes will go, it would be a waste of time
in making any increase. A number of Republicans in the House are very much alarmed at
the Pres ident' s statement that everything
will go on the table to be considered, even
an increase in taxes. They go back to the cllys
of the campaign when Bush was elected maintaining that he would violate every promise
he made to the people if he even considered
an increase in taxes.
As suming that the deficit for fisca 1
year 91 will go from the proposed amount of
$ 64 bi 1 lion as set forth in the budget up to
$100 or $110 billion which is the amount to
be cons idered at the SUIIlJllit, this to me wi 11
be a waste of time because I believe that
the deficit will go nearer $170 billion
instead of the amounts that will be cons idered
a t the summit meeting.

The deficit now unless controlled wi 11
really affect the sale of the securities and
bonds that must follow each year to clear
the ~i lIs we owe and Wall Street will react
inrrnedia teJ.y as fa ... ~R t'le Japanese in their

trading arrangements with our country.
If
'Ne proceed under the amounts approved in the
')udget resolution and bring out our thirteen
appropria tions bills at the end of the fiscal
)l'ear of 1991 we will certainly have to make a
('eduction, across-the-board, of at least $100
')illion.
If no reduction is made, sequestration will set in and the reduction will be
automatic.
One of our newspapers nearly every day
an honoraria scorecard and four,
five, or six members are listed. In today's
paper Patricia Schroeder (D-Col.) is listed
as having received $114,376 in honoraria for
~peeches with the amounts paid going from
S34l up to $5,000. Under the rules, honoraria
can be accepted each year with the amount not
exceeding about $32,000. This will cease at
:he end of 1993 and no longer will honorari.a
be permitted for speeches by members.
I do
not know what the members do with the difference between $114,376 and the amount that
can be legally retained, but I do know that
chis is one of the reasons why the people in
chis country are so critical of the Members of
Congress. Again, I am exceedingly proud of
the fact that I have never accepted $1 in
honoraria from any source.
~ublishes

May 15, 1990

The summit meeting with the White House
continues again today and probably tomorrow.
rf we can bring the deficit down to the $64
billion mark as it appears in the budget, we
will be a long way along the road to a balan:a:!
1:Iudget in the year 1993. The situation i.s so
serious that I believe both parties and all
of those attending the summit will give and
:ake to the extent that an agreement can be
,eached that wi 11 be accepted by the House
and the Senate. In fact, such an agreement
'!lust be reached because the situation becomes
'lore serious eacJ c.ay.

- 14,374 -

The Supplemental Appropriations Bill
has been set aside, at least the conference
. reached at the'
until after some agreement ~s
summit meetit;g on the 1991 fiscal year budget.
Those items ~n the supplemental that are
imperative should be approved and all the
rest dropped.
Gorbachev is still having his problems
and yesterday issued orders that will bring
about a cancellation of the succession moves
of Latvia and Estonia and this then will be
a showdown between the Kremlin and all three
Baltic Republics which are involved at this
time. The pres~dential decr~e ~id not exactly
define what a.ctl.on the Kremll.n l.ntends to take
against the two Republics, but it appears
that Latvia and Estonia will be in the same
position then as Lithuania.
Last month the
":<.remlin imposed an economic embargo against
Lithuania in an attempt to force it to rescind its March 11 Declaration of Independence.
May 16, 1990
Sammy Davis died early this morning. As
a singer and a dancer he will be long-remem~ered in this country.
According to the news
reports, he had cancer of the throat and only
weighed 60 pounds at the time of his death.
Another famous person in this country in
IIlOvies is also critically ill. . This is Eliza':>eth Taylor and according to the reports in
the papers she has been in the hospital now
for weeks and they really do not know what
':'Ier problem is at this time.
On the Hill we are still depending on
something coming out of the surrnnit that will
be of assistance to us with the budget for
fiscal year 19n.

May 17, 1990
For a great many years now every effort
has been made to make the District of Columbia
It state.
Thi s would mean that some 567,000
people would be entitled to at least one Mem')er of the House and two United States Sena~ or s .
The plea is made on an annual bas is
t1:tat our Nation's Capital is the only city
ion the world of any size or description that
'.5 under control of the government of that
particular country. When home rule was finJl.L Ly voted by the Congress, the legislation
c()ntained two restrictive provisions which
w()uld still place the Congress in a position
of controlling the city to a certain extent.
One provision provided that the Congress had
the right to veto any legislation enacted by
the City Council and signed into law by the
Mayor. The second provision provides that
the District of Columbia budget including
the federal payment amount still be retained
by the Congress. The only home rule was
~ranted was that the two provisions mentioned
were to be retained as controlling weapons
for the protection of the people in this
country, and espec ially from the standpoint
of using this city as the Capital City of our
country_ From time to time Members of the
House or Senate decide that this is the way
to obtain pub lieity and the methods used
are for support of statehood and the fact
that the peop Ie residing here really have
no contro lover the expenditure of their
tax money and have no representation, but
are still taxed. Today, legislation will
be introduced in both Houses of Congress
granting statehood to the District of Columbia
and will set the stage for another partisan
fight on enlarging the Union for the first
time in 31 years. This fight may also be
futile because there is a serious constitutional que stion of whether Congress has
the power to grant t'le District statehood.

Ordinarily, Congres s can grant statehood
'ly a simp Le maj ority vote, bu~ some cons titutional scholars say that thu must be done
by a constitutional amendment ratified by at
least 36 states. A number of Members in the
House are of the opinion that statehood for
Puerto Rico which is advocated by President
'lush should be made contingent on statehood
for the District of Columbia. Today's legislation will be introduced by Senator Edward
l(ennedy of Massachusetts and by Representative
Ron ])ellume of California. Both of these
gentlemen are Democrats and Dellums is black
Rnd now serving as Chairman of the legislative committee on District of Columbia.
Hawaii was the last s ta te to enter the Union
in August 1959, 8 months after the admission
of Alaska. A bill is pending also to admit
Puerto Rico and President Bush sent Congress
II letter last week applauding this bill and
strongly urging statehood for Puerto Rico.
Recent polls suggest that statehood would win
for Puerto Rico. The name of the new state
for the Dis trict of Columbia, if it is finally
a state, would be "New Columbia." If the
legis lation to be in traduced today is adopted
and signed into law, of course, it would be
contested in the federal courts.
A great many questions would be raised
after "New Columbia" was declared as our 51st
s tate and the main one, of course, would be
does the new stat~ have sufficient ~erri tory
to handle all of ltS government obllgations.
A further question following enactment of
statehood would be the question as to whether
or not Congress would then have to revoke the
23rd amendment which extends voting rights
in presidential primaries to District residents.
A great many questions would have to be resolved and with all of our other problems,
this is not a good year to place more on the
back of the Congress.

- l4,377We had a good session yesterday in the
conference on the supplemental appropriations
bill_ The two items in Chapter 5 that apply
to my bill were all resolved with the exception of one and this was passed over since
it is a money item and outside the scope of
the conference. It pertains to refugees and
was placed in the bill on the senate side.
President Bush in a press conference
yes terday said that the Nation's budget
deficit has ballooned into an urgent prob lem
but upon being questioned, refused to propose
.'lny solutions. saying that he first wants
Congres s to join him in any deal involving
politically difficult tax and spending choices.
He went on further to say that any negotiating
process would succeed only if the talks are
conducted in secret and he expressed concern
tha t answers to questions such as those propounded to him might frighten the stockmarket
or other bus iness interests in this country
when the situation would not justify such a
move. The Democrats have demanded tha t the
President address the people in this country
on television explaining to them the scope
of the budget problem and offering his solutions. The Republicans in the House would not
permit a vote on the Bush budget and the Rule
issued granting them the right to either present it or to refuse resulted in the refusal
to present the President's budget and only
the budget from the Budget Committee was considered. A tremendous vote against the Presi-,
dent's budget would have indicated to the
people in this country just how deficient
the President's budget was and this. of course
would not be politically good for the Pres ident at this time. The Budget Committee Chairmen in both Rouses are insisting this is the
time the President must lead the country and
not only define the oroblem to the people. but
oropose a so lution. :hat' s the prerogative
of ':':1e executi.ve JranC1 oi' t1:1e govern1'1ent

but this potato is so ~o': t8.at Bus~ has
been advised not to make any major decisions.
Another move was made this week by the
Soviet Union that comes as a surprise. The
Soviet Union has bolstered internal security
fOTces by 35, 000 in recent weeks and this was
brought about by reassigning military personnel removed from eastern Europe. The minister of internal affairs known as MVD has
used its troops throughout the country in
recent months as political reform efforts
brought about civil di.sputes and in some
cases ethnic warfare. Last week the MVD
t:roops were called out during a demonstrat:1on
in the central Asian city of Andizhan near
Tahskent to put down a political protect
by tens of thousands of people. On one
oc casion recent:ly, the MVD troops were
unable to stop some 2DO demonstraters from
burning the communist party headquarters to
the ground in that central Asian city. so the
increase in the members of the MVD troops was
considered urgent. We still hope in this
country that Gorbachev survives but the moves
now being made all throughout the Soviet
Union simply add more problems as far as he
is concerned.
As economic conditions tighten up here
and around the world. valuable items really
are prices high and sold for tremendous
prices. This 'We~k a Jap~nese Gallery bought
Vincent van Gogh s Portralt of Dr. Gachet
for $82.5 million which is a record auction
price for any artwork and double the price
estimated by Christy's auction house. This
is by far the world I s most expens i ve painting
and surpasses the $53.9 mill ion price for
van Gogh's Irises in November of 1987. Sometimes owners make agreements with those who
want to purchase to set tremendous prices,
thereby placing the painting or object in a
position of havin~ been sold once for a certain price and thJ.S may ~e twice t1:le amount or
::our --':~_!1les ~~.e a1J1.o'J."0."': o~ ~1:1e ~_2.S~ sa~_e. A

~reat many valuable go ld co ins have been

,;laced in this position so you never know
'.rhether or not the value as sold is true and
"ot subject to a worked-out deal just to
"ix the price in order to let some innocent
T'erson really have it the next time.
May 18, 1990
Yesterday in the House we had a bill
which protect~ the :i~hts. of the, handicapped
lind in fact, ~s a c~v~l nghts b~ll.
The
"ill was cons idered a landmark piece of
legislation and t~e t~ t~e. of the bill is
"AmericanS with DJ..sab~lJ..t~es Act." On a
vote of 199 to 187 an amendment offered
"mended the bill to permit food service
industry employers to tranfer workers who
lire infected with the Aids virus out of
,obs that involve food handling. It was
;'trongly contested but finally adopted.
The Secretary of Health & Human Services,
the Director of the Centers for Disease
Control and the two doctors in the House were
very much against this amendment. The main
IIrgument against the amendment was that the
health experts should be in charge of who
lIerves in what kitchen and even though Aids
was the disease listed, which made the amendment more attractive, those who really know
say that adoption of such an amendment is
t"eally discrimination.
I voted agains t the
R.mendment and I may receive some letters
over this vote. One hundred years from now
R. "no" vote may be considered as the best
vote, but at the present time in conference
the odds are that the Senate will refuse to
go along with such an amendment and it will
drop through the cracks,
A number of years ago Congress authorized
the mil i tary services to admi t females in to
the service a<;ademi:s.. Some were vigorous J.y
Quuosec-
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')n the Committee they have two members that
He really having a lot of political brownie
l)oints shaped and passed out everyday. One
'.s Charlie Schumer who has a dis trict right
'.n the middle of New York City and the other
'.s Richard K. Armey who is serving his third
term on the Republican side from Texas and has
" district which includes a portion of Houston.
~()th of these members are from districts where
they can cry and feud by the hour that the
American farmer is being subsidized and that
1111 of the squandering of money in agricul ture
!'Ihould come to a halt. If either one had a
district in the middle of Kansas. Iowa or
r:llinois. they would not have enough courage
to take the same position they have assumed
unless they both were crazy or else were
Asking for involuntary retirement. This
,",others me and regardless of whether or not
i t is a $56 billion bill over a five-year
period or a $100 billion bill the American
farmer knows how to produce and takes care
of this country. We don't have the problems
we have all around the world as far as food
is concerned, but we do have two or three in
'the House who are seeking all kinds of publicity by virtue of taking on agriculture
lind saving the country billions of dollars.
May 22. 1990
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome is
now a maj or disease in this country. Not
only homosexuals, but drug addicts and those
~ho have had blood transfusions are good
candidates for this dread disease. For some
eight years now we have ,een appropriating
bundreds of millions of Qollars for research
on Aids which has been conducted by the
Na tional Institutes of Health and Centers for
Disease Control. In addition, researchers
throughout the country in public and priVate
groups are also researching this disease.
Yesterday, 82 people were arrested at the
\1"a"'::i_on_2.:." ::n_s~t~11tes 0: ~e2~.~l,_ out o~ 8. grou?

of some 1,000 who appeared protesting the
:ack of research and progress insofar as
Aids is concerned. They demonstrated for
more than 4 hours, demanding increased tes ting of new drugs and more attention to women,
children, minorities and intravenous drug
llsers with Aids. They carried placards reading "we're fed up" and "red tape kills us."
:'bey were demanding that the National Institutes of Health know that they wanted Aids
research speeded up and not as a "busines s
as usual" program. Our friends out at the
National Institutes of Health, of course,
ducked and dodged all during the rally and
the budget officials said that those protesting should take their complaints to Congress.
Here in the Congress we too are concernec
about the use of the money we appropriate
17hich now totals nearly $2 billion for Aids
research and of this amount 10l of the total
Chat we appropriated for the National Institutes is being used for Aids research and
ccmtrol programs. We are up to about
$7,694.000,000 for the National Institutes
of Health and we fuss at the investigators
and researchers, not only at NIH but across
tlle country saying to them that regardles s
of authorship or discoveries or anything else,
I\fe want them all to work together and not
have any dissension as far as this particular
research is concerned. Discoveries and
cbanges should be reported and information
exchanged accordingly and if so, we will
perfect a serum that will either control
or prevent Aids. I meet with these groups
from time to time and we have appropriated
considerably more money than we '>elieve is
being "Well spent at this time. In the divis ion of the overall amount appropriated for
A...ids, "We try to direct as little as possible
but we are not in favor of it all going into
one Institute in the National Institutes of
lrealth or under the control of anyone direc l_or or

researc~ler
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events have happened down through the years
tha t have been a little unusual to say the
leas t, but still in all fairness, the action
to admit was proper. Recently, a widely
reported hazing incident at the U.S. Naval
Academy at Annapolis in which a female student was handcuffed by male midshipmen to a
urinal as other men cheered and took photol'lraphs, has triggered an investigation of
~eKual harrassment and other misconduct at the
"laval Academy. The Superintendent of the Academy at Annapolis has ordered two special
inquiries while the House Armed Services
Commi ttee and a Member of the Senate Armed
~ervices Connnittee moved to open separate
probes of the hazing episode, as well as
several others that have recently been
reported. The little lady who was hazed
Itt the Naval Academy resigned and this does
not help the situation. She said she hoped
p;irls coming in in the future would not have
co deal wi th what she had to go through. She
resigned from the Academy last week citing
her humiliation and outrage over the December 8 incident and the manner in which the
~aval Academy at that time handled the complaint. She said the hazing was a culmination
of a series of other incidents in which she
and other female midshipmen were subj ected
to sexual harrassment and discrimination by
male students.
This is one event that must be handled
correctly because it certainly is one that
should have been carefully investigated in
the beginning and orders entered immediate ly
Flgainst all types of hazing along the lines
that have been permitted up until this time.
In all three of our service academies females
'lave not had the best of it by any means since
i.t was agreed to start admitting them, but
~ome of them have done right well, not only
'_n the Academies, but in the airlines flying
.~ Ll over thi.s country and around t1]e worl.c..
~n one of my last fligJ.,ts back to WasJ.,ington

<:rom ~ashvi',~,e, i':: was anno~ncec that tle
!1ilot was Captain Julie Singer and she
:Jiloted that huge plane in an excellent
<ashion, landing in Washington so easily that
vou felt as though you were still flying at
'35, a00 feet. She stood in the doorway as we
.....ent out, wearing a cute little hilt, and a
'Jig smile.
May 21, 1990
Apparently it takes a long time to
brea.k a habit, regardles8 of whether or not
it is voluntary or mandated. For years now
Romania has been in the connnunist block and
it was customary for the people to vote that
way when votes were permitted and the outcome was always expected. This past week,
the National Salvation Front, a loose political coalition led by one-time high-ranking
cOIlDllUnist officials won a solid victory in
Romania's first free multi-party election in
53 years. The projections made by a West German polling organization and according to
broadcasts on Romanian television, the Front
won with a 66 % maj or:'ty in both houses of
parliament and gave :'ts leader, acting presiden t Ion Iliescu a landslide 83! of the vote I
in separate balloting for the presidency.
Habit, or whatever you might call it apparently is still present in Romania and the word
freedom may have to have a new interpretation
as far as that count!y is concerned.
The farm bill is now in the process of
receiving attention in the House and the
Senate. The present legislation expires
this calendar year and was enacted in 1985.
The new bill underway will Je a five-year
b i 11 beginning as of 1991. Efforts have
been made for several years now to do away
wi th price supports and in fact everything
in the farm legis lation that ~e:ps the farmer.
I t protects the farmer just to a certain
eJC ten t and permits him to nroc.1Jce enoug1j
:':00('.
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~a"111e and fortune than he is in joining the
re searchers and bringing about a program
...hich will stop this dread disease. We have
nobel laureates and nobel laureates and we
Itr e really not in favor of a nobel laureate
Jlt this particular time on this one disease.
The discoveror or the one who does the most
...ould be entitled to be a nobel laureate, but
~h.e fact that the information is not passed
"long or a joint effort made is a serious mistake at this time. Maybe the rally for a more
vigorous Aids effort will serve a good purp(>se.

May 23, 1990
Yesterday in the House we passed a good
hf..11 which is known as the 1990 Americans
'o'Lth Disabilities Act. In this bill. certain provis ions of the 1964 Civil Rights Act
...ere extended to millions of Americans with
phys ical and mental handicaps. The bill
passed by a 420 to 3 margin and is a good
"1.11. Here we provide disabled people with
much broader employment opportunities and
~reater access to public acco1lllllodations,
transit systems and conmunications networks.
Similar legislation has been adopted in the
Senate and the conference on the two bills
should be an easy one. The President has
indicated he will sign this bill. It is
estimated that the measure would affect as
many as 43 million Americans with physical
lind mental conditions that substantially
limi t their activities.
Following this vote we then went back
to the Supp lementa1 Assistance for Emerging
Democracies Act of 1990 and here we really
had an upse t. This is, of course, considered
as one of the foreign aid bills, and there
are a great many members on both sides of
tbe aisle that wait patiently each year for
)jlls along this line so that they can vote
aga~_ TI.S ": +.:~.e1Ji. a.~_C. :_~_cre8.se "':1:1_e~_r s +':2."ch ng

tn certain sections of their particular
districts. Generally speaking, foreign aid
~s frowned upon throughout the country, but
this is one bill that should have passed
the House. It is an authorization and one
that if you want to do things to, you wait
until the appropriation bills come along and
"ere then you can "vent your spleen." An
~Olendment was offered reducing the aid authori!s tion to El Salvador by one-half and this
~Olendment was passed on a roll call vote of
Z50 to 163. This then added additional
iaggage to the bill that was just a little
'>i t too much in the end. The final vote on
this bill was 244 to 171, with the bill going
,lo'Wrt. Now the leadership in the House. which
for some reason or other was absolutely in
'tiding all during general debate on the bill
,1nd voting on the amendment, finally entered
the Chamber and was aghast at what was taking
I) lace.
The media after the final vote con,:acted the Speaker to find out what would now
take place on the Dire Emergency Supplemental
W'hich also contains among other things about
S7 20 million for Panama and Nicaragua. In
~ddition to that, my Chairman Jamie L. Whitten
of Mississippi has a cute little provision in
the bill which sets forth language in the
report accompanying the bill to prevent the
J • S. Postal Service from closing a post office
Ln Holly Springs. Mississippi. This is very
lmportant, I presume, to my Chairman, but of
~ourse was outside the scope of the confer'nce and had nothing to do with the Dire
:mergency Supplemental Appropriations Bill.
1y Chainnan is a little mad at the post
,ffice department and just decided this was
:he way to prevent it from closing this
,ost office. In addition to this provision,
:here is another one in the Dire Emergency
:upplemental that will cause trouble when
:he conference report is presented this week
,r whenever, and that pertains to an addi• Lonal $25 million on the Bouse side for
.ayment ~ur £r8,n1{ed ",aU. TJ.,e 1Oeo,,1.e in tJ.,is

country today believe that too much mail
f.S franked anyway and in a Dire Emergency
Supplemental which started out with some
I'ight or nine emergency provisions that should
"e enacted and ended up with well over
S2 billion additional money for projects of
Ilny nature and description; of course, the
'Jill may be in serious trouble. I still say
that we make no little mistakes in the House
Ilnd none have been made since I have been a
"!ember of Congress. They are all big miscakes and last night's vote was a serious
mistake. The leadership will now have an
opportunity to hustle around and at least
decide when and if the conference report on
the emergency and dire supplemental should
be presented to the House before we have a
ten-day recess for memorial day programs.
By the way, the Kentucky delegation
on the El Salvador aid package voted six to
one against the package and the "one" of
course is the Member from the Second Congressional District who is Chairman of the
nppropriations bill that contains all of the
health and education money at the federal
level--one that is right difficult to steer
through the House at all times and one where
the ultra-wild-eyed liberals take great delight in penalizing or punishing me at times.
Sometimes votes are cast by Members who would
like to be on the other side, but this is not
the way the game is played and sometimes the
Ilccomplishments in the end for the people are
more and better, but some of the votes afterwards that appear in the "Congressional Record"
can be and are right difficult to explain.
I attended a breakfast this morning
honoring Dr. Rall and Dr. Wyngaarden of
the National Institutes of Health. Both are
outstanding and able men and both received
awards at the breakfast. Each time I associa te with. and it is an honor to co so. I
e1!.~ oy "Je~~ng wi~1:1 t.l:lc !Jj_rcctors oE t":1e !Slat 7_0na:_

Institutes of Health and all of those
investigators and researchers who are
attempting to help our country and the
wOTld.
I think back to the time when
I became a Member of the Appropriations
Committee and we had $73 million for the
Na tional Institutes of Health. We are up
now to nearly $8 billion for the Ins titutes.
Both of these men have earned the awards
they received today and there are a great
many others at the National Institutes of
lIealth that could be accorded such an honor.
May 29, 1990

Sometimes sU1lllllit meetings are arranged
Ln such a way as to benefit the leaders who
are to attend. Certainly the upcoming summit
beginning on Thursday of this week between
President Bush and Gorbachev can be of assistance to both leaders. The economy in the
Soviet Union has reached a serious stage and
wi th the information released to the peop Ie
~n that country that prices would increase,
theTe has been a run on all food stores since
the people believe food prices are to double .
under a shift to a regulated market economy.
Gorbachev has been on television almost constantly saying to the people not to panic and
at the same time he acknowledges that an
anxious mood has arisen throughout his country
over the economic plan. The new plan enacted
by Gorbachev has not only touched off panic
buying, but has also drawn criticism from
many radicals throughout the country who
advocate a much swi:ter transition to a
market economy. In other words, Gorbachev
has serious problems in his own country and
the se are now prevalent while he is meet ing .
with the officials in Canada for two days thl.s
week and then comes to Washington to begin
meetings with President Bush and State 1)epartTHeFt o:fj_ci_a:_s :roTl1 :.'tm!'sc_ay on..

As far as President Bush is concerned,
the budget summit meetings he has held with
leaders in the House and Senate come at a
Tight critical time. No agreement has been
-reached, but it is certain that the budget
<ie£icit for Fiscal Year 1991 will not be
$64 billion, but will exceed $150 billion.
:'he savings & loan bailout is more serious
to day than at any time since announcements
vere first made as to the condition of a
f,reat many savings and loans throughout the
country. The amount the taxpayers in t:his
(ountry will have to put up for the bailout
varies from $130 billion to $280 billion.
The scandal in HUD, with billions of dollars
lnvolved, and now the savings & loan bailout,
along with the deficit figure increase have
'>rought about serious problems for President
~\lsh.
Maybe if some agreement is reached
concerning nuclear weapons and trade recognition, it will help President Bush. In Washillgton seeing him on television this past
we ekend. you can tell he is really worried
.tlld he has problems confronting him that would
cause anyone to worry.
Today, the Soviet Union is producing
more oil than Iran and Saudi Arabia and the
Soviet Union is very proud of this situation.
rt: is a little unusual when you go to Siberia
an.d see conditions as they exist today.
In
the heart of western Siberia oil wells are
pumping almost as much oil as Kuwait, earning
~he Kremlin billions of dollars in hard
currency but at the same time tens of thousands of its inhabitants live in shantytowns
and are simply destitute. The main city in
SLberia has old vaved roads and in the spring
those that are t'lere are simply mud puddles.
The city lacks kindergardens, schools and
~ospitals and crime is rising 180% a year.
Police cars are allocated only enough gasolinE
for three or four hours a day. This is one
of the challenges now facing Gorbachev in
~5_s a":~e111.Df: ':0 rer:n.a'ze ":1:1e Sov~~e-+.: T_Tn5_on.

May 3D, 1990
Primary elections were held around
the country yesterday in a number of states
nnd in several, the outcome was right unusual.
In Kentucky, the former Mayor of Louisville
:lnd former County Judge, who has made two
< ta tewide races for Governor succeeded in
:1 right close race to be selected as the
l)emocratic nominee for the United States
~enate seat that comes up this year. Mitch
McConnell the Republican holds this seat and
"e only had token opposition in the primary.
,loane's opponent, the Superintendent of
Public Instruction in Kentucky. a man by
the name of John Brock received about 120,000
votes. Sloane's vote was about 180,000. The
Governor of Kentucky turned against Sloane
~ecause Sloane was not for him in his race
for the Office of Governor. The Governor
backed Sloane in his last statewide race
lind helped him raise money, so he insisted
tha t John Brock enter the primary. Brock
never did get off the ground and about two
weeks ago, the Governor insisted that Brock
Aign a number of notes to raise some $250, 000
in the campaign to be used for television ads.r
Rrbck refused because he did not want to
mortgage his future he said, and then the
Governor called upon him to withdraw from
the race. With no real support from the
beginning, this then placed Brock in a posi~ion where he was dead in the water.
Sloane,
with all of this, just barely won the primary.
This means that we will really have a hot
race in November for this Senate seat.
MyoId friend Carl Perkins' son, Chr:'s
Perkins, has served with us now since the
c'ea th of Carl in 1984. Chris has had several
campaigns and this one was predicted to be
right close. He succeeded in defeating his
opoonent with about 64% of the total vote.
Uj_s ODPonent was a man w~o di (I not Livp LT1
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the 7th Congressional District which is
one of our two mountain districts and since
this is not a requirement, his residence in
the 4 th Congressional District did not anount
to too much. However, Perkins succeeded in
winning and will have another battle in
November. He has the same man running agains t
'1 im that ran two years ago in November. This
~ s the situation that I am in at this time.
The man who ran agains t me two years ago in
"Iovember is a retired Amy officer living
lit: Radcliff, Kentucky and II: former resident
of New York state. His race two years ago
looked right good at the time since we had
II Presidential race and Bush was carrying
Kentucky along with most of the other states
tn a lands lide. The lottery in Kentucky,
hacked by our new Governor, played a part
t'Wo years ago and neither the Presidential
nor the lottery will be in the race this
"Iovember. So, my opponent of two years ago,
IIccording to the way it looks now, will
receive considerably fewer votes than he
did the last time he made the race.
The fact that less than 15% of the
regis tered voters in Kentucky voted yesterday,
in the primary is not good. It clearly shows
lack of interest and failure of both parties
to get the people together. The man that
will run against me in November had an
opponent in his primary, a woman, and the
two together received less than 10,000 votes
in the 18 counties in the Second Congressional District.
There were some upsets across the country
but verv few. So far. I have heard of none
in the House and with Mazzoli in the Third
Congressional District, which is LouiSVille,
in a three-man race winning with about 457,
of the total vote, this means that he will
a Iso have to be right careful in the November
election. I 1:lelieved aE along that if
~azzo ~.~_ WO!1 :'.e W01..:r"~"C. w:"~ Jy :.ess ~\an 6,000

votes. According to the final count in
Louisville, Mazzoli will win with about a
6,000 majority. Not only in Kentucky, but
across the country there was a light Vote
~n yesterday's primaries.
Our country is ready to receive Gorbachev
this week when he comes from Canada where he
is visiting for two days to spend the weekend
in our country. Our President, according to
the White House, is prepared to offer Gorbachev assurances about the future of Germany,
RS part of an effort to help him stabilize a
Soviet internal situation that appears increasingly desparate. Chief among the assurances will probably be a proposal for future
negotiations to limit the military forces of
~ united Germany. This is a vital problem
liS far as Gorbachev is concerned and in
Ilddition, the White House is prepared to
offer certain propsals concerning control
oE nuclear weapons. The summit may not
Ilccomplish too much, but at least two leaders
101:i..1l meet and with both having serious problems confronting them at this time.
May 31, 1990
Gorbachev is in town. The Soviet President arrived here last night for a four-day
summit meeting with President Bush and according to the Soviet President, this meeting
ho Ids promises of decisions of great importance to both countries. Further, he said
that there would be new understanding on
European and other issues. One of the maj or
matters that will be considered pertains to
a consolidated Germany. Following his statement at Andrews Air Force Base, Gorbachev
sumoned Soviet officials and journalists
to the Soviet Embassy for a meeting. Several
participants later said that Ije spent the
session by expressing high exoectations for
the surmni t and oarticularly in the arms con~:ro~.

area.

A!:.+:'er T11B.kJJ1.g ':1.:'8

s~a,:em_ent,

:'J.e

then questioned his guests and the journalists
concerning the assessment of the mood of the
'In i ted States and the Bush Administration
l1;enerally. He requested the assessment of
those participating in the meeting, and they
"a id that he himself was considered by the
maj ority of the American people as a troubled
'_e ader, but one attempting to make moves that
'Would prove helpful in the future.
They also
"a~d that President Bush's stock was high in
the U. S. and further that the world was now
watching to see what would take place at the
"lxl!llIli t. This man Gorbachev, with all of his
tr Dubles, on television appell-;s to be carrytng his burden carefully and m a well organize d manner, so I hope he is successful.
June

5, 1990

The sUlIDllit is over and at least Gorbachev
"nel Bush appeared to end up in good humor,
n01:withstanding the fact that not too much was
"'c~omp1ished. They did agree on a nuclear
"rns reduction which had been in the process
Df arbitration for several months now by
officials at a lower level. In addition the
two leaders signed a chemical weapons ag~ee
men t and certain grain and trade pac t s. No
fa-vored nation treatment as demanded by
Go Tbachev was granted, but at least they gave
l,i"ll1 a little something to take back to the
So-viet Union. The trade agreement may facili tate trade between our two countries and
0,0 th leaders emphatically said that the cold
wa T between both countries must end. Some
se-ven accords were signed and during the
si gning ceremony. Gor1:>achev surprised everyone
':>y citing President Franklin Delano Rooseve Lt' 5 four freedoms declaration of 1941 and
~e went on to say that while liberating the
wo rId from fear we will take steps toward a
'"lev world.
In the process of holding the
"<unmit, Mrs. Bush and Mrs. Gorbachev attended
':Qe Welles ley college commencement ceremony
'N""_~C" was ae.cressec loy "rs. Bus".
A nU"1Jer

of students signee petitions prior to <:':le
ceremony expressing horror at the selection
of Mrs. Bush. At the ceremony, the students
'lehaved themselves and Barbara Bush' s speech
"'as hilarious from beginning to end.
Gorbachev left Washington and stopped
tn Minnesota and then went on to California.
'Ie is back in the Soviet ,TIion this morning.
~n California he spoke at Stanford University
~nd used as his subject the need for the
creation of a new civilization. He said that
t.he time is very Close when the very prin.. i'Ple of alliance must change. Some 1,700
people were in attendance and the llames 0:[
"hose "Who attended were drawn by lottery due
~o the limited number of seats in the audi·orium. The President of South Korea was in
~Rn Francisco and met with Gorbachev at one
of the hotels. While in California, Gorbachev
IIlso met with a group of business leaders.
!'.e£ore leaving lIashington and while the
~umrn.i t was underway a small group of people
vi th a tremendously long sign marched up and
<lO"WTI in front of the White House wi th the
~ ign carrying large letters-- "Gorbachev For
vresident." They tell me that this really
disturbed President Bush and on Sunday when
he and Gorbachev went on to Camp David, he
Yas still in a right bad frame of mind.
!)uring the summit of course Lithuania was
discussed right much. in detail and the con~olida tion of the two Gemanys.
We are in.isting upon unification and Gorbachev is
'lolding out forrigic agreements because he
maintains that if East and West Germany go
l}ack together with no limitations or provi~ ions for protection in the future we will
':lave another world war anc age.in wi. 11 have
to defeat Germany. P lot of people i'1 this
country are inclined to beJ.ieve that there
"10uld be more than jt'st a jC'i1O.ing of East
.'TIel We st Germapv.
Yesto.rc!ay
':le
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Y~ayol' of Washinrton entered
1.,e~~ 2,""[. s(~"'_e('"':50n c-.!: ;:J :1}r"V

:'egan. ~e:s lJ!1ce! a ser:_es o!: i!!c:'c!:t"J.ef'.~s
EDr per jury and use of drugs and the trial
nay go on now for sometime, with the outcome
surprising. I was amazed last night in watch·
Lng television which showed Marion Barry, the
"tayor at a radio station answering questions
and making speeches and seated as close to him
as possible was Dick Gregory. Gregory is an
activist and he is really something. I
t'emember back during the days when down on
14 th Street fires were set and the fire
department was unable to take the trucks in
~o put: the fires out. We watched the flames
and the smoke from the Capitol Building and
W'ere just amazed. The National Guard was
called out, along with a number of soldiers
Erorn Ft. Meade and finally the fires were
put out and Washington subsided from its
,~ B- hour event. This fire and looting
ED llowed almost i_diately after the
as sass ination of Martin Luther King in
rennessee.

Donald J. Trump, the famous real estate
lIlogul whose name has become a synonym for
Elarnboyant wealth and self-promotion is now
caught in a financial vise that could force
him to dismantle his empire by selling assets
to rep a y the money he owes to junk bond
owners and big New York banks. For days
n.ow he has been in a series of negotiations
... i tb his principal bank lenders in an effort
to find a solution to his cash crunch.
rrurnp' s bonds plunged by as much as 157.
yesterday on the open market. Bonds were
:loated by Trump in recent years to finance
: onstruction of his three hotel casinos
~ n Atlantic City which according to some
) ankers are not generating sufficient revenue
: 0 pay the interest on the bonds, A number
) f con tractors who are now constructing the
.avish new raj :-fahal casino say that Trump
. s $50 million be1jind in 'lis payments to
:hern. June 15 apparently will be the test
La te ':>ecause several of 'lis major borrowings
-a.~_~_ c.ne on. ':J.~_s c.2.~e.
~.e ~as 1:leen Ln ar.c. out

)f love with several wives and written up
about ~is courtship with a
'lumber of famous actresses, and along with
"tis financial problems, Trump has been on
the front pages of the newspapers now for
"lonths.
~onsiderably

June 6, 1990
The Congxessional leaders, after a
neeting with President Bush yesterday, said
~ry politely but firmly. that President
lIush's proposal which will now come to the
Senate for ratification concerning a trade
j)act with the Soviet Union will not be
approve d. Li thuanian independence is more
l1llPortant the Senate leaders said than any
agreement concerning a trade pact and until
the Soviet Union changes, you can call it
'linkage" or call it "reality" but according
to the leaders, there will be no approval of
!l.ny trade agreement at this time. On the
[ouse s ide there are a great many of us
who want to see some progress on Lithuania
before any "most favored nation" trading
s ta tus is approved for the Soviet Union.
The Mayor's trial here in the District
of Columbia started yesterday With the selection of the jury and I have never seen any
more publicity given to an event in the last
five years. This applies to our Capital Ci ty
and an argument started yesterday concerning
the release of a tape to one of the television
channels recently with the prosecutors and the
Federal government denying that it is at
faul t. One of the prosecutors accused the
Mayor yesterday of trying to infect potential
jurors by falsely accusing the government of
leaking to a television station a copy of
the FBI tape that allegedly shows Barry
smoking crack at the Vis ta Hotel. Apparently
VIe will have a whole lot more of this before
this trial. conc:uc.es or a olea 'Jargain
8greernent 5_s a~Drovec'.

My six grandsons and my granddaughte,
""ill tell you that never missing a day or
Il vote is pretty good--only pretty good-")U t
the f ac t that I nave never accepted a
campaign contribution or an honoraria is
["eally something. In today's "Washington
"as t" on the Federal Page appears the list
of all of the Members in the House who have
~een here for 8 years or longer and who, under
ore sent House rules may take with them when
~hey retire their surplus campaign contri"ution money. Several go over $1 million
"nd a great many are over $500,000. The
nnly "0" on the complete list follows my
name and I, along with my grandchildren, are
proud of the fact that I have none in reserve
eo take with me if I decide to retire at the
end of 1992, because I have never accepted
nny.
On the list the top amount is $1,393,257
now in the possession of Stephen J. Solarz
(D-NYC). The next amount is $1,052,462 held
by Dan Rostenkowski, Chairman of the Ways &
"'leans Commit tee from Chicago, Illinois.
Next to Rostenkowski is Ronnie J. Flippo
(D-Ala) with $1,012,831. A great many are
over $500,000 such as my good friend Sam
Gibbons (D-Fla) with $623,643.

June 7, 1990
We finally received our 302(b) funding
1I1locations this morning _ This is provided
for under the Budget Reform Act of 1974. When
the Budget Committee finishes hearings and
'passes a Resolution we then, under the law,
':lave to accept the figure set forth in the
Budget Resolution as a total figure that
can be used by the Appropriations Committee
for thE> next year's appropriation biEs. If
no conferences are held or agreed upon between
the House and the Senate, then we do not have
to follow the Budget Reso lution reoort. So
far, we have no conference. but we' are assumLng sometime soon 8. conference between the
'~ouse and the Senate will resolve the ~ud?e"': :9.eso:_'_l.t:~~OTl_ 1!1.at~ers

so T"re are acce:,~2.!lg

the figures we approved in the House
'-Then t':te Budget Committee presented its
'tesolution.
In the bill that I am Chair~an of which appropriates the money for
the Departments of Labor, Health & Human
"ervices and Education, 1 will receive in
')udget authority for the Fiscal Year 1991
~n increase of $6,528,000,000.
Our total
')udget authority figure for Fiscal Year 1990
~as $43,864,000,000.
rhe President's budget
contained budget authority for our Subcommittee of $46,225,000,000. We obtained
this morning in the division for all thirteen
~ubcommi ttees and following the Budget Resolt:tion, the sum of $52,753,000,000. In budget
~utlays which is reall)/' what counts, we
~eceived a total discretionary figure of
$54,008,000,000. This is an increase of
$5,180,000,000 over the 1990 figure which
t:otals $48,828,000,000. All in all. we did
right well on our Subcommittee and we should
"-ave because at this time most of our money
Ahould be spent on the health and education
of our people.
The Barry trial is still in the process
()f jury selection and of course Jesse Jackson
tlas to cOllIe into the plcture. He now is
urging D.C. Mayor Marion Barry to announce
!\e will not seek a fourth term, maintaining
t:ha t such a public announcement could serve
as a powerful leverage in pLea negotiations
W'ith U.S. Attorney Jay :E. Stephens. Negotiations are being held almost around the
clock and maybe some pLea agreement will be
reached.
The Speaker Tom S. FoLey while in his
,iistrict recently held a press conference
~xplaining the need for bipartisanship in
,udget negotiations with the Bush Administration.
One of his reporters pushed for.. ard from the group and said that the Demo~ratic Party s1:lould be more aggressive since
"he Republ~canB have had the party cowed
·OT
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ls hearing more and more often from fe llow
)emocrats and since from time to time his
,arne appears on certain uncomplimentary
~ists, he shows by his appearance the strain
(hat can be placed upon a Speaker.
June 8, 1990
We overrode the President's veto of
:he Amtrak authorization legislation yes:erday. This was President Bush's 12 th
~i 11 he has vetoed and the override wa.s
:he first time we have succeeded in the
'louse 80 far. I understand that it will
>e real close in the Senate and was not
::alled up yesterday due to the fact that
five of the Republican Senators were absent.
'Nben they return and vote I understand will
dec ide as to whether or not two-thirds of
the Senate are in favor of overriding.
South Africa was in the news for many,
many months and upon making certain changes
in the operation of their government which
recognized the black people to a great extent and with the release of Nelson Mandela
from prison carried South Africa off of the
front page of the newspapers. Yesterday.
President Frederick de Klerk announced that
he will end the four-year-old national "state
of emergency" everywhere but in the strifetorn Nital province. This may now change a
number of the western European nations and
also our country to the extent that we will
begin phasing out sanctions against South
Africa. The President of that country maintains that the point has now been reached
-when the -ordinary laws of the land could
deal with the present level of violence
except in Nitai where sectional fighting
among Zulas has reached near civil war.
Mandela has made an attempt to join with
the government:n stopping the fighting.

When que s tioned yes terday Mandela saiC
::hat the continuation of the emergency
insofar as Nital only is concerned would
not heLp much since it has been in force
SLnce L986 and the level of violence has
not abated. Here in South Africa, one of
the lar gest countries in the world from the
Btandpo int of minerals and everything else
trouble and serious problems have confront~d
the government for the past decade.
June

11, 1990

We are having all kinds of prob lems
wi th oi L tankers exploding and running aground.
The one in Alaska caused billions of dollars
of darna[!!;e and this past week a Norwegian
supertanker exploded in the Gulf of Mexico.
The tanker is some 57 miles from the Texas
coastline, southeast of Galveston and is on
fire.
The stern of the 853-foot tanker where
the f ire is concentrated began to turn yesterday and it may lose all of its cargo consisting 0 f 38 million gallons of light crude oil.
Another tragedy as far as our coastline is
concerned and one that can be expected from
time to time since oil means so much to our
coun try and to a great many others around
the world.
Our Speaker at a Joint Session of CongTes s several months ago from Czechoslovakia
succeeded in winning his election this past
week_
This does not come as a surprise, but
is good news.
June 12, 1990
A Federal Judge yesterday sentenced
John Poindexter to six months in prison for
five felony convictions, making President
Reagan's National Security Advisor the first
Iran- Contra defendant to draw a jail term.
The sentence was l-janded ~own lY U.S. District
Juc'ge :I-l8ro1_d Greene who delayed the a:£ect
':'!~~_~_E>: 1:"':1e re~~_rec. '\avy ~e2.~ AC.~L~a~_ a~~e.2.~_s
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~i.s conviction
~ike ly to take

which is a process that is
a year or longer. In handing
"own his sentence the Judge noted that all
~he other Iran-contra defendants received
.en tences of probation, but said in Poindexter's case the jail term was necessary
~o deter high officials from lying to Conr,ress or obstructing Congressional inquiries
"''he Judge apparently rejected the contention
tha t the actions of Poindexter and his aide
4J~iver North ftYl! l"'litical rather than
criminal. The one, of course, who knew as
much about all of what transpired t:han
anyone, and will never have to answer, is
our old friend Ronald Reagan.
The Supreme Court yesterday, in a deci!ion which by the way was a divided Court
ruling, struck down the law chat we passed
prohibiting the desecration of our flag.
~his was a 5 to 4 vote on the court and
the majority said that punishing desecration
of the flag dilutes the very freedom that
makes this emblem so revered and worth
revering. These were the words of Justice
1o'i.lliam J. Brennan who wrote for the majorit,.
This decision overturned the Flag Protection
Act: of 1989 and now the leadership on the
Rouse side is attempting to carry out its
promise to the Members to force out of the
Judiciary Committee a flag amendment to the
Cons titution. Our present SpE'aker Tom Foley
assured those Members that were c~amoring
for an amendment in the beginning that if
the Flag Protection Act of 1989 was declared
unconstitutional, he would bring out an amen lment altftough he is against the amendment,
a~ong with the other Members of the Leadersh _p
:n the House. This could be a close vote
lecause even a lot of sC1001 children are
saying that we in the Congress should let
the Constitution alone. It could be so
'lose that a Constitutional Amendment Wh:C1
~eq1J.j_tes a 2/3 Yot:e v.7~.~~_ :ai:. ~_n. t.~le ~Quse.

June 13, 1990
A1rnos t every week now a breakfast is
Ite Id here on Capitol Hill and after the

'.nvita t ion is received it is absolutely
~mpossible to turn it down.
You go to those
~hat you like to attend and those that you
".uould attend. At this time it has reached
~he po int where they are having them every
day and i t almost drives you crazy.
Con~iderab1y more than at any time since I
nAve been a Member of Congre-s1!. This morning,
.. breakfas t was held by the American Associat ion of University Professors and this orgAnization was kind enough to select me for
their annual award. They had two bus loads
.~nd those in attendance filled one of the
(';ood-sized rooms here in the Rayburn Building.
~everal House Members, including the Chairman
of the full Committee on Appropriations,
Jamie 1Jhitten of Mississippi were present.
In speaking of awards, I now have about
200 awards I believe and in fact, the space
in our office is just really cluttered. A
~reat many of these awards are treasured by
!!le and some, of course, are by virtue of the
chairmanship I hold on the full Committee on
"-ppropriations. If the Members of Congress
I!.ccept all of the invitations that are extended for breakfasts and dinner meetings, it
would take up nearly all of their time.
Pre s sure groups really operate here on Capi tol
!-lil1 now and in fact, with millions accepted
every year in campaigns from PAC organizations
a great many Members are afraid not to attend
mos t of these functions.
June 14, 1990
Marion Barry announced last night
tha t he will not seeK a fourth term as Mayor
of the Di.stri.ct 0: Columbia and many of those
who watci:led the Mayor announce his decision
on 1:e~_evLs~_on are o~ t1:1e oo1_Y1.:i_on. tl:1a+.: :tt W2S

inevitable, necessary, and the right thing
to do both for the City and for the man
himself. A few were elated and these of
course include the four or five who are
now making the race for Mayor of our Nation's
Capi tal. Barry is under a number of indictments with some 24 or 25 charges, and the
jury is now being selected. I did not bel ieve he would make this announcement, and
EspE'cially at this time.
The State Department and our President,
George Bush, have really decided to take a
fi.rm stand as far as Israel is concerned and
the failure of this country, according to the
White Hous e, to make any concessions or to
make any changes as far as the Israeli-Palestinian dialogue is concerned. Yesterday on
television our Secretary of State James A.
Baker, III issued his toughest statement to
Israel and said that everybody in Israel
should know that the telephone number here
in this country is 1-202-456-1414, which
of course is the White House telephone
number and emphatically stated that if
Israel changed its mind and wanted to be
reasonable, all they had to do was call
that number. Baker indicated his annoyance
at several statements in Israel yesterday,
including an assertion by the new foreign
minister David Levy that past U.S. peace
efforts had distorted Shamir' s peace plan.
B.<lker went on further to criticize the Arab
government for the confrontational antiAmerican tone that characterized the recent
Arab summit in Baghdad, but he certainly did
not let up on Israel.
Senator David Durenberger (R-Minn.)
who is now being investigated by the Select
Connnittee on Ethics yesterday abruptly cone luded his defense against charges of
fi.nancial misconduct after making a dramatic
aDPeal to his co~leagues to say that he did
1_1_·c;:1:l.~_ng

'N'rong intent~_ona1J_y and deserved

the ir compass ion. He waived his right to
further hearings after only one day of
deliberations by the Select Committee,
thereby throwing himself on the mercy of
the six-member panel of his peers. He
said that his life and reputation are all
at: stake and he believed that each of the
'1embers would combine good judgment and
compassion in their decision. Durenberger
is accused of violating Senate ethics rules
by improperly supplementing his income througb
" bO'Ok publishing d~al, a condominium swap and
IIcceptance of free limousine service from
flpecial-interest groups. During the opening
day of hearings on Tuesday, the committe's
flpecial counse 1 urged that the ll-year Senate
veteran be denounced for reprehensible conduct. The committee had previously scheduled
ul? to two weeks for the hearings. but agreed
to end them yesterday after the special couns el and the attorney for Durenberger agreed
to forego calling of witnesses and to rest
tbeiT cases.
Yesterday morning a breakfast was held
here in the Rayburn Building by the American
Association of University Professors and as
I have previously said, I received their
annua 1 award. Afte-r the breakfast was over
nty friend, Silvio Conte of Massachusetts,
who is the Ranking Minority Member on our
c:onmi ttee on A.ppropriations and the Ranking
M:1nority Membe-r of our Subcommittee said
that he had received the same award the
'rear before an<l that within a week after
receiving the award he received a letter
from Mrs. Henry T. Yost. The award, of
course, is the Henry T. Yost Award and
has been given now for a number of years
honoring the person selected in the name
of Henry T. Yost, a right famous professor
at Amhe-rst College for many years. Hr. Y05 t
i.s dead, Jut his wife survives. About one
week after the award was received ':>y SP
C01.1-t:e, l:1e recei_vec_ '::1.e .I.et:!er

~rom ~rs.

Yost

t n which she, in a very angry tone, demanded
to know why he would accept such an award.
'" specially an award with the name "Henry T.
'(os ttl on it who was nothing but an unadulterIt.ted so-of a b----. She just spelled it out
and she was really a~gry. I t seems that
II[r s. Yost and her husband had received a
divorce and it was a right mean divorce case.
If I now receive a letter from the good lady,
I will have to give considerable thought to
jus t what kind of an answer to give her,
es pecially after receiving th~ same type of
a description of her former husband.
June 18, 1990
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome is
t"eally a major problem now all around the
1J0rld. We are up to a total of $1.9 billion
at the present time mthe current 1990 Fisca 1
'{eaT budget and before too many years, it
lo7i L1 be well over $3 billion for a research
control and education program. In today's '
"Washington Post" on the obituary page there
appears announcements of the deaths of three
men. One, age 44 is a Franch ready-to-wear
creator, another 34 years of age, is a dancer
and master puppeteer, and another is 42 years
of age, a New York fashion designer Who was
former head designer of Yves St. Laurent
North and South America decision, with all
three dying of Aids.
A new book that was released this past
mon th is entitled "The Almanac of the Unelected." The author is Jeff Tramel who is
originally from West Palm Beach, Florida
and was brought to 'Ias'lington by Paul Rogers,
a former Member of tOe House. This gentle:nan is now connected with one of the PR finns
here in Washington ani this is the third year
:Jf his book. He goes on to state that there
are some 20, 000 staff assistants now on Capitol Hill in the Ro:se and the Senate ani in
'lis Jook, ~e c.esc(l€S !!.g':1r ",'Jc'1 !r ce'a"'.

600 of these men and women. Just to t'1ink
that there are 20, ODD now and some Members of
the Rouse want to expand the number of the
Members from 435 to about 475. This would
mean thousands more staffers, expansion of
every cornmi ttee room, with horseshoes extended.
At leas t one more new building Would be rerequired and it would cost millions and millions of dollars to expand the number of the
House, and with just a ballpark guess the
figure of some $700 million or $800 million.
This would just be a start. Those who want
to inere85e the number of the Members in the
House should get real smart and decide to
decrease the number and bring it down to
about 335 and then they would be smart.
June 19, 1990
A jury has finally been selected to
hear the Marion Barry case. A panel of 18
was selected with 12 of the 18 black women
Some 250 prospective jurors were interrogated
13 of the 18 finally se lected are black and
.
fi""e are white. This is the case of the
Uni ted States of America versus Marion S.
Barry, Jr. and it is a shame that we are
having to undergo such a trial in the Nation' s
Capital.
I

Nelson Mandela is now traveling on this
side of the world and will address a Joint
Session of Congress on Tuesday, June 26.
For several days now he has been in Canada
and should be well received when he appears
at the Joi.nt Session. A man who has suffered
for many years in prison and now I think he
'
is making every attempt to help solve the
many pro':llems in Sout'l Africa.
June 21, 1990
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev is
really frustrated and the criticism has
"'"come so serious that he has indicated he

tT1j-e;~"'= ~eave ~_~s ':'IDS::
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Party next mont':1 at t':1e 28,:,:\ ':ationa '.
s . After lis tening to a number of
q)eeche s severely criticizing him for weaken~ng the :Party since taking power Ln 1985,
Gorbachev told the Founding Congress of the
'i.ussian Republic's new Communist Party Organi.. .ation that as they know, he himself was of
tne opinion that a lot of connnunists are
~reating the General Secretary of the Party
"-TId the President rather lightly. It was
n.ot just'" qUf>stion of Gorbachev pprsonally
"tf> said, either today or 10 or 12 days ago
fO'r''fIom.e action. but that the~riticism and
the condetllI1ation had become so serious that
~e vas considering tendering his resignation.
t have wondered for months now how long GorI>acbev would last and on television las t
r:.igbt they had a number of Russian generals
lind high military people sitting around a
table and judging from the expression on
their faCES and their general appearance,
It seemed to indicate that Gorhachev might
be on hiS way really OUt completely. At
te a s t we have been able to talk wi th Gorbachev and this is tIlUch better than a great
many of his predecessors. If he is finally
ous ted and a right mean successor takes over
we vill then, of course, go back into the
old days of spending billions and billions
:Lor 1110re nuclear weapons and military equipmen t of all kinds.
~()ngres

Mandela is really enjoying himself in
this country and yesterday in New York City
the tickertape parade looked very much like
the <lays when Lindberg returned home from
hi.5 solo flight across the ocean. He will
address a Joint Session of Congress on the
26th of June and my gues s is t1:1e Chamber
wi-I L be j amned.
"Today we take up in the House on a
rol L cal. 1 vote the flag amendment to the
Constitution which provic'es for severe
nena 1ti-e s i-n cases w1:1ere the £lag ~s c'esecrct':.ec.. Juc.g~_Y',g =rCTIJ w"':la~_ ~_ 1.e2?::', ~~e

constitutional amendment will go down anc
.... i 11 not receive the necessary two-thirds
vo te and then another bill will be offered
wh.icb to a certain extent will let those
off the hook that failed on the first vote.
June 22, 1990
MyoId friend Charlie Farnsley, 83 years
of age, and a resident of Louisville died
this week. He served as Mayor of the City
~f Louisville from 1948 to 1953 and as a
Democratic Member of the House of Representati.ves from 1965 to 1967. While here, he
never opened his mail. He said that some
of the letters from his City of Louisville
were so ugly that it upset him each time
he read one early in the morning, so he
soon set up a system in his office whereby
one lady would open all the mail and only
show him the nice letters. The ugly ones
were answered but in such a way as to not
indicate that it was an answer to an ugly
letter. He always, as I understood, signed
the letters which then in answer to the ugly
letter thanked the person for their "extremely
nice" letter. Farnsley is from an old Louisville family and at one time a very wealthy
fBmily. While controlling one of the distilleries in Jefferson County, Charlie Farnsley named a new bourbon whiskey. The name be
gave to the new brand was "Rebel Yell" and
i t is now a right famous bourbon whiskey.
Another earthquake has caused thousands
of deaths and all kinds of damage. This one
teok place in Iran and absolutely devastated
one of the densely populated regions bordering
on the Caspian Sea ki lling at least 10,000
people and injuring more than 20,000. The
earthquake registered 7.3 on the richter scale
and struck about 1/2 hour after midnight.
Ano ther quake measuring 6.5 rocked the same
area 12 hours ~ater. Reuorts are out now in
W3.s>':tng!on ':12, ~l,e dee.!" tocl may go as high

25 , 000 _ This is the worst earthquake ever
to hit Iran since the September 1978 quake
""hen about 25, 000 people were ki 11ed around
the eastern desert town of Tabas with the
quake at that time measuring 7.7.

Yesterday those of us who voted for
lle flag constitutional amendment lost with
he vote being 254 to 177. The 177 won the
flght since it requires 2/3 to adopt a con.t:'i tutional atlIeI1dment resolution thereoy
naking this vote 34 votes shy of the 2/3
ileCessary for passage. I am one of those who
.. eLieves that we should not tinker with the
Constitution, but with the Supreme Court's
recent decision of 5-4 on the flag resolutlon, which should have been sustained by
the Court, and other decisions previously
i'landed down by this particular Court, somet:hi.ng has to be done. Adoption of a can'
Atti.tutional amendment might shake them up
jus t a little. Two-thirds of the states
~ere ready to ratify this amendment immediately and upon inquiring around the country
t:he media discovered that there would be
t:wo-thirds ratification without any difficLllty.
t
t

The President has vetoed another bill
!lnd this was the Hatch Act revision legisLation. The House overrode the President's
.7eto of this particular legis la t:ion without
::00 much trouble, but in the good old Senate
=he vote was 65 to 35, making the override
:wo votes shy of the two-thirds majority
leeded. This was Bush's 12th straight veto
7ictory in Congress.
Here in the City of Washington we have
lad a right sad event. Ga-rfinekel's Inc.
:he Washington institution that has been in
:he retail business for 85 year s filed for
,ankrUDtcy protection yesterday t1:lereby fallng voLe ':~1)1. to a c'evastat:'.ng combination of

fierce competition, a heavy ie,~, ar.c a
of z igzaging strategies. Tle last
~ even 0 f the company's nine stores are
r'xpected to be closed before Labor Day,
Lnc1uding its flagship downtown store on
"F" Street, N.W. and all of its stores in
"Iary1and and Virginia. Most of its 875
,.mployees eventually will lose their jobs.
Phis is a real loss to the City of Washington.
Iofr. Garfinckel, an old bachelor, set up this
chain of stores and was certainly good for
this City. Under his Will, he left nearly
,,11 of his estate which wa~ cllIIstdmble
"t that time to help educate the boys and
r. ir Is 0 f low-income families in the District
"f Co 1 umbia . I remember many years ago we
"lad a Connnissioner here in the District
~overnment which was long before the elected
"'ayor system, and it was his father who prepared Mr. Garfinckel' s original Will.
~ecade

Mayor Barry's trial is very much underway
now and there is considerable feuding and
~i t terness i.n thi.s trial. One of the govern!nent's chief witnesses, Charles Lewis, was
rea 11y under attack yesterday and a man by
the name of Mundy, who is Barry's lawyer
!lpparently hollered at him for at least two
,",ours. Lewis was a former employee of the
) i s tri c t Government and also the Virgin
[slands Government. He, himself was tried
.everal months ago and sentenced and now has
~urned government witness and some sort of a
;weetheart deal was made w~erein he will not
)e confined too much longer.
June 25, 1990
Mandela landed here in Washington yester.ay and during his three· day visit in our
'a t ion's Capital, he will address a Joint
es sion of Congress, meet wit'! Presicent
ush and Secretary of State James A. Baker,
I:I, attend a meeting wit1 the Black Caucus,
11e ~_J.ave one or two lunc1eon engagemen~s.

Each cay ':e naDes a few more frienc.s anc.
so far, some of the friends he has named
certainly do not meet with the approval of
the maj ority of the people in this Country.
I hope that everything works well for this
I:!;en t leman and that no trouble takes place
tNhi 1 e he is our visitor.
Secretary of Health & Human Services,
Louis W. Sullivan, delivered the closing
.. ddress at the Sixth International Conference
on Aids in San Francisco yesterday. Hundreds
of p-rotestors armed with whistles and air
",orns took control of the auditorium where
the conference was held and completely drowned
out the Secretary. Apparently these people
were enraged by the Federal Government's
restrictions on immigration of people infected
wi th the HIV virus which causes Aids and the
demonstrators threw contraceptives at the
Secretary while chanting shame--shame. Despite the noise and the action, the Secretary
delivered his entire address. As he spoke,
n multitude of protestors stood on chairs
and held up bright yellow signs with the
wording--"turn your back." The fact that
the Secretary would continue delivering his
spee ch was right remarkable and I applaud
him for refusing to be shouted down by the
peop Ie that we are attempting everyday to
",-elp here in Washington.
June 26, 1990
The front page of the Washington newspapers are full of Mandela, the Barry trial,
and the recent decisions of the Supreme Court.
yesterday the Supreme Court handed down a
decision that states the rig1:!t to prevent
family members from ta1cing permanently unconscious patients off life support systems must
1:'1ave clear and convincing proof that the
patient himse:f wants the treatment ended.
Of all the stupid decisions: In ,:he case
'_ovoJ.ved, a young lady i.n a persistent veget:~3.t:j_ve S~2.~e s~_nce ~_983 w1:1: c':1. reS'l:_tec_ ::ro~_

an automo~Ee accicent was c1:le Datient
Lnvolved in the decision before- the Court.
:en a 5 to 4 decision, the Court blocked the
parents of Nancy Cruzan, a 32-year-old Missouri
","oman from stopping artifically administered
food and water that keeps their daughter alive
Jus t ice Sandra Day 0' connor was the deciding
vo te in the 5 to 4 decision. Another decision
wa s handed down ~y the court with this one
;<;triking down a Missouri law that required
pregnant teenagers to inform both parents
~e fore obtaining an abortion.
In the decieion, ehe court goe~ on to say that such
laws are constitutional if they give minors
the opportunity to ask a judge to waive the
notification requirement. Here we have
another 5 to 4 decision with Sandra Day
0' Connor the pivotal vote. Both decisions
are right unusual, but I presume are par
for the present Supreme Court.
At the White House visit yesterday by
Man de la, he turned aside a public appeal by
President Bush to renounce armed struggle to
end white rule in South Africa. Much to
the amazement and astonishment of the President, and you could tell it by the expression
on his face, Mandela called on the Administration to maintain sanctions against the
South African government and provide financial support for his African National Congres s. Bush went on to describe Mandela as
a man who embodies the hopes of millions and
he quo ted from Martin Lut':ler King. The two
men were standing shoulder to shoulder before
two small podiums on the White Rous e lawn
when Mandela replied firmly that the President had made his remarks about renouncing
violence due to the fact t':lat ':Ie has not as
yet received a proper briefing from Mandela
and his side. Mande!a is really upsetting
the applecart as he goes along on 'lis visit
in this country.
We have a Mem~er from California on t~e
':y ~1e ".2.T:\e c: 1)c.n .1l.e111.eye:.

~e1?u:, ~_ :'cal}. s~c,e

liILd he has announced ear:y this morning
ti:l.a t he will object to inserting Mandela' s
-;peech in "The Congressional Record" after
'Ie makes the speecl before a Joint Session
of Congress. This, of course, will bring on
a ro 11 call vote witb t~e vote overwhelming:y
to permit the speeci to be entered in the
Record --more of ]>I.andela and I presume we
wLll have still more before he leaves this
country.
I understand this morning that the
ethics and conduct cOIIInittee will make a
report today on the Barney Frank case.
Frank, a homosexual and admittedly so, has
been the subject of an investigation by the
commit tee for many months. I understand tbe
commit tee will recommend probably a reprimand,
\/ben this is done, Dannemeyer, or one or two
others will ask tbat it be amended and that
censure be voted. This, of course, will
require one or more roll call votes and
s<Jme Members may get hurt over this vote.

Notwithstanding the unusual problems
contronting us today in our Nation's Capital
i. t is a beautiful day and tbe sun is out,
reminding all of us of an early summer day
i. -n the most beautiful city in the world.
June 27,

mo

Nelson Mandela addressed a Joint Session
of the Congress yesterday and we had the largest crowd in the ~ouse Cbamber that I have
ever seen since I \ave \een a Member of Cong;ress. In fact, a :ew of our ~embers were
'- ate in going over and when they arrived,
they cou1d not even get into the House Cham'll:,
E:very seat was taken, they were sitting on
the steps througbout the gaEery and standing
up aga inst the wa:: on :le C1arn~er floor, as
",ell as the gaEery £:00', A' 'east 1,000
too many were in the Cha~\e' :n case of a
:Eire, but evervth:ng l<lo~~ec, weE and !'A.anc.eh
lN8.~ we!_~. !'ece;~;ec., ':'c l~r£ec ~~_e l~l.S. ~o .;c~~,

<costly entitlement programs. The conservative
'\epublicans in the House are simply furious at
~he change the President has made and this
'1iorni.ng are being interviewed on television
1nd racio Wit1 t'1eir statements being that
~he President has fouled the nest.
This is
really a setback for the President but as
~orne have said the !.nteres t of our Country
~ornes first and his pledge and promise must
~e set aside. Instead of a $64 billion defic:i.t for the Fiscal Year 1991. it would go
"ell over $170 billion, so at least a $50
":i 11 ion reduction mus t take place and then
4dditional cuts to bring the deficit down
to the Grannn-Rudman figure for the Fiscal
Year 1991.
After addressing a Joint Session of the
tongress. Mandela was given a tumultuous
~end off last night at a sold out rally in
the Washington Convention Center where he
said American support of his campaign to
abolish apartheid in South Africa has created
R firm, bedrock upon which they can proudly
Va lk. He further said that when leaving our
~hores he would be fortified by the magnitude
of the love expressed by our people. His
visit to this country ends on Sunday of this
vEek.

Barry is still undergoing all kinds of
abuse as a result of the developments in his
trial and I still say that he will be exceedL:t1g1y fortunate with a hung jury. His wife,
v11.O by the way is a beautiful b lack woman,
accompanies him each day and sits with him
a t the table reserved for the defendant.
Y QU can tell by the expression on >ter face
tha t she no longer is shocked by all of the
d.evelopments concerning his sexual episodes
and ot'ler matters whic1. were generally Known
!:>y hundreds of people in the District and
1lot divu~gec to her until after a great many

of

·C~le

events took ulacp.

This week during one of our spare
moments, we measured off a space in the
large office on t':!e floor five feet wide
~nd ten feet long, and placed the items
that will go into the museum case in the
'nlliam H. Natcher Elementary School 1.n
qowling Green, Kentucky. I will purchase
the case and the Warren County School Board
have a place near the library entrance for
the case where all of the children and anyone else can see the different items on
di splay. Some 82 items are included in
th is case and these consist of an ant:ique
china doll which is made of porcelain and
from about 1750; a sword cane; bayonets;
gavel; pictures; letters from the Presidents;
,i blical coins; picture of my Journal; medallions; 1976 Bicentennial Bowl; shovel used
to turn the first spade of dirt at two of the
fi. ve reservoirs that I have secured money to
h.a ve cons true ted; a beautiful copy of th~
Bi.ble with my name embossed on the front;
Guiness Book of World Records which sets
forth my record on voting; a "riverboat
gatllbler's pistol" used in the early 1800' S;
1:>eautiful plates and china bells collected
do~ through the years; an anniversary Case
k.nife set, along with many other items which
I hope will be of interest to the students at
this elementary school. There will be some
700 students in the school and I appreciate
the honor they have bestowed upon me by
n.aming it the "William H. Natcher Eletllentary
School." It is much easier to place items
:Ln this museum case than it will be for one
or two items that will go in the buiLding
they ~ave named for me at the National Institutes of Health.
I have quite a collection of memorabilia
which I have put together during the lJast 36
years and selecting the items of interest to
the chile.ren was quite a task. The five
~.ac.:.es ~.n. rrtV o::ice t,.e:.Dt'c.
:ne and !.. be~_ieve
.

.

this will be a wonderfu2 exhibit. I can
qdd to the collection from time to time,
'Jut 1 will not take away from the collection
'lecause I am giving these items to the school
~ystem.

The Barry trial is still underway here
in the District of Columlia and all of his
q ins are being exposed on an hourly basis.
The b lack model w'lo had a very close relationAhi p with Barry testified that she and Barry
used drugs 100 times together, and that she
delivered the cocaine to the Mayor in his
District Building office. I do not know
~ow much this will be cocsidered in a final
verdict, but one other woman who testified
for the Government about her sexual relation"hip with the Mayor may have really impressed
the eight women on this jury. She admitted
kaving sex with the Mayor on several occa"ions, but she said that he was a bully and
in his relationship with her, frightened
her to no end. I can imagine what the eight
ladies on the jury were saying to themselves
Rbout this matter and this may be the one that
will put him in jail.
We are now bringing our appropriations
bills before the House and so far have pas sed
three of the 13. Today we will take up the
one that appropriates the money for the Department of Housing and Urban Development
Rnd when we get back after the July 4 recess
mine will go 'lefore the House.

The conservative groups in this country
are just furious over t~e President's aboutface on taxes. I turnee on the television
this morning ane one group, T1:!e Conservative
League, w~ich is meeting b Washington thi s
weel< had speakers who traveled all over the
1.1 • S. for t'le "resident in his campaign,
c aIling him a Ear and saying t1:1a t he had
repud iatec h:s statements anc. oromises to
~""e veoo'.e. Thev orelicte, chis would affect

a number of Rouse anc Sena te Members running
for re-e:ection on the Republican side and
he could ~ake no excuses about his campaign
promise of "watch my lips" because there will
be no increase in taxes. The speakers were
simply angry and held back no punches in their
description of the President's action. They
forget, of course, that Bush had to make a
decision:n regard to what is best for our
coun try at this time and even though it meant
he had to break his pledge of no taxes. Certainly he is to be connnended on placing our
country ahead of his campaign promises, out
this will never be accepted by the Republican
Conservative League in this country.
June 29, 1990

The budget sUJI!lIit is still continuing,
regardless of the fact that in the "New York
Pos t" newspaper, in bold large headlines on
che front page are the words: "Read My Lips:
r Lied." To the right of that is a great: big
pic ture of George Bush and under it are the
words "Bush Breaks Campaign Vow Says He Must
Increase Taxes." The conservative Republicans
in the House are still just biting mad and
this is clear across the country. That is
as far as tlie conservatives are concerned.
I hope the budget summit produces something
that will help us bring the deficit down to
the figure provided far under Gramm-Rudman
of $64 billion for the Fiscal Year 1991 and
keeps it there until we go into the next
Fiscal Year. This is the most important
matter that is before the Congress now and
next to tIe Mic:t and federal spending,
VIe have a great many new pieces of legis lation that some in t~e ~ouse want to enact
pertaining to CQild care, long- term health
cere, federa: naYll!ents under medicare and
meny otlet tlings. Some programs should
not come at all cur'ng this time, Jut probab'.y
wi!, 1 cone I!O and 'Ie Democrats will continue
~o ~~1J:'1Ce~ e.~o~j,

mEking our usua~ num?er

of mistakes every week, bringing about the
reelection of George Bush for his second
term.
Mandela is still in this country and
cities across the
country he has been booed and considerable
turmoil has taken ulace. Generally speaking
has been well receivel, ~ut I will be glad
when he leaves because! do not want anything
to happen to this man while he is in our
Country. I received a nice picture this
II10rning of Mr. Mandela stopping in the center
lIis le on his way out following his address
to the Joint Session. He is shaking hands
with me and I will have this picture framed
lind placed in my office.
I\t some of his stops in

,e

r am

looking forward to the dedication
of the William H. Natcher Elementary School
in Warren County and we have now finally
~elected all of the items to be placed in
the museum case. I am now waiting for the
b ill as to the cost of the case which I
understand will be about
and I am ready
to pay for the case because I do not want
anyone to give me the case for these items.

moo

Starting today we have the July 4 recess
period and we return to Washington on July 10
and s tart up again. Before too long after
we start we then have the August recess
!)eriod which continues for one month. I
go down home tonight and before I start
in in the District, I intend to go fishing
for two or three days and I hope to catch
a nice big mouth bass that weighs at least
I~ pounds.
From time to time we hear storie s to
the affect that Prince Charles, the heir
to the British t'lrone, ca:cies his favorite
teddy bear with him when ie travels from
") '"ce to alace aroun~ the worl.d. ~1I:J.en callec

lLp for military service, I understand he
does not carry his teddy bear.
All of
this, together with the rumors that he
and his wife are not doing too well must
lc.eep the British Queen in a dither.
Certainly down through the years she has conducted herself in an excellent manner and
r.. presume by this time has dec ided to stay
on the throne as long as possible because
Prince Charles really will be no addition
to the monarchy. In Cirencester, England
this past week Prince Charlet! fell from hi.s
,,"one during a polo match and broke his
right arm. The heir to the British throne
Il.nderwent a 45-minute operation under general
a.nesthesia to set two breaks above the elbow
a.nd spent the night at the local hospital.
T"he accident happened, according to the
nedia, during a match at Cirencester Park
7 miles from the country home of Charles
a.nd his wife Diana. The Princes s was in
London and decided to stay for a private
e.ngagement, but was expected to visit her
nus band the next day in t:-te hospital. Queen
E:lizabeth II was informed in Canada where
she is visiting that her son was in the
hospital. The Queen is in Canada at this
time when a right raucus debate is underway
c:oncerning the cecession of one of the Bri tish
provinces. To a certain extent about the same
problem that they are having in the Soviet
Union at the present time with Lithuania
and several of the other 13 independent
countries which make up the Soviet Union.
Prince Charles has visited in this country
on a number of occasions and was in Washington
not too long ago. He is a fine looking
young man, I:>ut right stilted and not too
smart accord::'ng to those who know him best.
The smart one is the next son who really
l.oves the women and when you get right down
to it--who doesn't: He is the rea~ li::e of
the family and probably would make the best
successor to his mother.

In going back to the flag amendment
which was defeated in the House. there is
s till considerable discussion as to whether
or not those who voted for the amendment
made a mistake. To some of us the American
flag i. more than a.sym~ol: it is a presence.
And, to stand by while J.t LS mutilated and
not be able to do anything by law is to join
the mob. It is to become an accessory to the
desensitization of America.
July 9, 1990
It never occurred to me a year ago when
the Soviet Union indicated it was having
serious economic problems that during the
month of July, 1990, Gorbachev would direct
a. letter to the Prime Minis ter 0 f Gre a t
'Britain indicating that the countries who
are not quite so bad off economically should
give Moscow $15 billion to $20 billion in
direct aid. President Bush, along with Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher and Japanese Prime
Minister Toshiki Kaifu opposed the pLan which
apparently meets with the approval of West
German Chancellor Helmut Kohl and French
President Francois Mitterand to give this
amount to the Soviet Union. At leas t I agree
with President Bush that something more th"n
just promises should take place if direct
economic aid is given at any time in the
future to the Soviet Union. I know that the
Congress of the United States will certainly
oppose such a plan, and it would be right
difficult to convince the people in this
country that notwithstanding the cold war
which has been going on for many years.
costing all of ,he £ree countrie s in the
world 5illions and billions of dollars and
p lacing us in a position where a great por tion
of our national de9t of $2.830 trillion was
brought on directly as a result of trying
to keen up with the Soviet Union, nuc lear
veauon·,
nuclear weapon.

'Jy

The Barry trial is still underway here
in Washington and the chief attorney for the
de£ense apparently is adopting certain methods
which were right successfully used in the caSE
of U. s. vs. Harold Ford, the black Congressmar
beom Memphis, Tennessee. Ford was indicted i!1
1987, charged with accepting tremendous
aIIlounts of money from the Butcher brothers
who are both now serving penitentiary sentences for embezzlement and fraud. After
the Ford case finally started in the year
of 1990, the District Attorney in that
district in Tennessee, in a mction recentl.y
filed said that the cause for the hung jury
Was the fact that Ford had invited the black
Mayor of Atlanta to appear during the trial
and sit with his wife in the court room,
along with many others who sat with the Ford
faDlily and at one time or another at the defense table. talking to Ford while the trial
is underway who were well-known entertainment
ana political figures, and all known by the
black jurors. Ford's district is almost
entirely black and the District Attorney has
no'W indicated that he will be tried again
and in his moti.on indicates all of the moves
that the defense made to bring on a hung jury.
A change of venue will be sought and probably
denied.
The Barry trial underway in 1ITashing- '
ton is al.80 pulling certain tricks that are
obvious but not preventable, at least according to "the judges. I still. believe that the
best Barry can get is a hung jury.
July 10. 1990
All kinds of summit meetings are now
being held. One is underway and designated
as a economic summit in Houston, Texas. Here
we have the eight coun"tries in attendance that
always attend this type of meeting and this
one comes at a time w':1en Bush is at a low ebb
due to his broken promise concerning taxes,
e~e lady in Eng:and is at a real low ebb due
'::0 the economy of her country, and the Wes t
Germa.H
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to the Soviet Union. ~aybe this surrmit
will build these people up some, but it is
so obvious as to why-t\e summit is being
held.
We are well underway with our appropriations bills in the Rouse and four have passed
wi th two more coming this week and two next
week. Thirteen all-to:led and soon will all
he in the Senate. On each bill amendments
are being offered to make reduc tions, bu t so
far only one reduction was obtained and that
was to the energy and public wurks hi 11. Believing that 5% would not be accepted and
especially a 7% amendment the Chairman of
that Subcommittee stated that a 2% reduction
may be alright and i1efore he could turn around
the amendment was offered and adopted. My bill
has been printed, along with the report and
we go to full Committee on Thursday of this
week, and to the House one day next week.
July ll. 1990
Gorbachev had a good day yesterday.
He won re-election as leader of the Soviet
COllllllunist Party after accusing his hardline
opponents of being out of touch with society_
This was a lopsided contest and Gorbachev
succeeded in ridiculing suggestions that
Perestroika is to blame for the country' s
present crisis. Gorbachev informed his
critics in the party that they should resign
their state post if they felt unable to
support Gorbachev' s policies. He went on
further to say that there is no way to bring
yesterday back and in a fighting mood and
interrupted ':1y applause from time to time
from the nearly 4,700 delegates. he further
said that a dictatorship. if someone has
such a crazy idea as to' describe his regime
as such. will never resolve anything. 1 hope
Gorbac'1ev is successful in staying in power
because at 1.east we can talk to t'lis man, but
_~ron! cay to day, you 1ever know.

The Pres ident 's son 'las been very roue 1f'ngaged in the savings & loan disaster during
the past few months. His son Neil Bush is
.1ceused of engaging in one of the war s t kinds
of conflicts of interest when he served as
11 director of a Co lorado savings & loan t:ha t
fai.led in 1988. The conflict involves Bush's
dual role as a director of the savings & loan
and as a business partner of two of the savings & loan's major customers who borrowed
lTtill ions of dollars from the savings & loan.
the Silverado Banking, Savings & Loan. is the
one case involved and as a direct:or in this
savings & loan, the President's son's actions
are very much under discussion, not only in
the committees on the Hill, but in the media.
Earlier this year, regulators of the savings &
Losns that have gone under sought to bar Bush
from the banking industry. They then backed
up jus t a l i ttle since he is the s on of the
President, and sought a milder sanction,
requesting h:im to agree to a cease and desist
order that would bar him from violating banking laws. Bush maintained all the while that
he had done nothing wrong and would not sign
any order. 'J'he President has expres sed confidence in his son's integrity and honor and
further in the ability of the regulatory
sy-stem to handle his son's case without being
influenced b:y his father's position.
If the
documents on the Bush case were made public,
the Federal ])eposit Insurance Corporation saie
yes terday that it: is considering suing Bush
and the other officers and directors of the
Silverado. Ronald Reagan denied White House
privileges to his children and Dur new Presiden t is now defending his son's actions in
one of the most discussed disasters to ever
oC.cur in thLs country. Financially the
savings & loans :failure when written up as
costing every man, woman and child in this
country about $4,000 is something tbat
makes i t overshadow teaoot dome, the HUD
scanc.al and several others down through the
years that 1:1ave reaJ.1.y causec. our country
~7"O1..1:' ~_e .

The new farm bill which will take affect
in January of next year is now on the way to
the house floor and I hope that not only the
M:embers of Congress, but our people in this
c.ountry generally will remember that the
American farmer feeds and clothes all of us,
and is entitled to some protection. Our
foreign aid appropriations bills attempt
to protect the world and with our national
debt this is hard to justify. A five-year
farm bill that is not too costly should be
quickly enac.ted and every effort should be
made to keep our boys and girls on the farms
that would like to have agriculture as their
profession. With all of the lumps the farmer
'"tas taken in the last ten years, it is hard
to convince the young people in the Future
Farmers and Future Homemakers associations
that their cause is just and at least they
should be heard.
Sometimes in traveling in my district
and also here in Washington, I am asked questions as to why we are in the financial situation in this country that we are in at the
present time_ Questions arise as to what is
the true s i tua tion financially of this country. Also, how did we get there in the first
p lace? In addition, questions are asked as
to what we should do to correct it. In cons idering ques tions along this line, I tell my
friends that we should keep in mind that in
1980 our federal debt was $908.7 billion. In
the year 1991 it is estimated to be
$3,276,600,000,000. This is a change of
$2.367,900 ,000 ,000. In considering the debt
1 irnit, you also have to keep in mind the
loss of income that has played a major part
in our present financial situation. In
1981 the Tax A.ct was passed and this cost
our country $2,080, 000, 000, 000. The 1982
Tax Act cost the country $70 billion. This
makes a total of $2,150, 000, 000, 000.

Military spending, of course, has
played a maj or part in bringing us to the
point where we are at the present time.
From Fiscal Year 1970 t!lrough Fiscal Year
1980 we have expenditures of $1,046,236,000,000
From Fiscal Year 1981 through Fiscal Year 1991
which by the way were the Reagan years with
the exception of the two that can be charged
to Bush, we have $2,780,773,000,000. This is
a. change over the last 11 years 0 f
$1,734,537,000,000. All of this has played
a major part as far as our trade balances
are concerned. From 1980 through 1989 our
ex:ports were $2,464,642,000,000. Our imports
from 1980 through 1989 totaled $1,402,702,000,
()OO. Therefore, our trade deficit for this
period of time is $938,060,000,000.
These are the figures that show where
'Ne are and all you have to do is to 5 tudy
the figures a little and you will see why
'Ne are in the condition we are in at the
present time.
July 12, 1990
I listened to George Bush this morning
at his press conference concerning the summit
""'hich has just concluded. Anumber of questions were asked and I thought maybe a question would be asked concerning his son, Neil
Eush who is very much involved now in the
savings & loan scandal. If so, I presumed
he would have said the same thing he did
ye 5 terday when interrogated concerning his
son's actions and with the answer being that
be loved and respected his son and he intended
to stay with hi'll because he knew he had done
ytothing wrong--a much better and much warmer
statement than the Reagan's ever gave any of
their ch:ldren during t~eir years in the
VIlli. te ~ouse. Their children were advised
openly, and privately I Dresume that it was
l!luc1:! letter if t'1ey just stayed away from
!:':1e ~Tl.:~e ~ouse Jecause !:1e:! ?resence c?_ s-

t:urbed the President. Poor little old Patty
in her book explained her predicament and
Iooihen she sold her father's letter to help
pay some of her debts, I forgave her without
Jllly question.
July 16, 1990
Here on Capitol Hill we have the Roll
(aU newspaper. which is known as the "Newsvaper of Congress." Several weeks ago a
<letailed story appeared in this newspaper
.tbout me. and generally speaking, it W4& 4n
~Kcellent story, to the extent that I have
received at least one letter from a gentletlan from the State of Florida commending me
upon the record I have established since
heing elected to the House. From time to
time this newspaper can be right controversial and in today's issue, on the front page
:here appears a story listing the 20 most
VUlnerable in the House in the election for
this year.
Eleven are Democrats and 9 are Republicans. on the same page there is another
s tory entitled -- "Speaker Blisters Common
Cause for 'Scurrilous' Ads." The Speaker
is outraged with the campaign in which
Comnon Cause targeted 13 House Members, along
wi th 7 Repub lican and 2 Democratic Senators
wi th a barrage of newspaper and radio ads
over the July 4 recess. Common Cause does
not always agree with the way I vote, but
down through the years, generally speaking.
nas been nice about my service in the Congress.
On the 20 most vulnerable Members list in
today's Roll Call we find the names of Members
who are in close districts and, in fact. with
one or two exceptions, really have a fight
each year to survive. For instance, number
one on the list is Chip Pashayan of California
and he is in the district that our old friend
.Bernie Si8k represented for many years.

Pasbayan is a Republican. Another one on the
tist Ls James McClure Clarke, Democrat of
'lQrth Carolin, who was elected and then def ea t ed and then elected back to the House.
'{ is dLs trict changes back and forth almost
~yer.y two years.
Gorbachev is still having his problems,
~ut

.at least this weekend he called a halt

Ilnd issued a decree ending the Communist Party
IIlOn<:.poly of state-run television and radio
R ta tions throughout the Soviet Union, thereby
I';i-ving all political groups access to the
.'lir waves. His order stated that the growing
demC'cratization across the Soviet Union reI;[ ui re s a cardinal change in the country's
television and radio broadcasting and that a
\>arty. pOlitical current or group cannot
claim sole access to air time. During the
l17eekend, there were thousands marching in
!led Square calling ~or more food, better job s,
a.nd some were carrYlng banners calling for
t:he ouster of Gorbachev. All of this is really
a.ma:: ing when you think back as to how the
Sov:.et Union has been operating in the past.
The fact that Gorbachev is still alive and
!!Iti:"l in charge is quite amazing.

July 17, 1990
Predictions are now being made that the
deficit, instead of being $64 billion for
Fiscal Year 1991, will go up to $168.8 billion.
'rhe Director of the Office of Management and
Budget, Richard G. Darman, now admits that
his forecast and oredictions as far as the
defici t is concerned were wrong and the figure
now being used could still go oigher if spending on the savings and loan c1ea~up is inclu:led. If included, the deficit would be
$231. 4 billion, nearly four times the deficLt
t:ar?;et set by the rev:sed Grannn-~udman-Holli.ngs
defici t-rec.uction 1.aw. Dire Drel.ictions are

